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Forest Fires. Rage As Heat Soars 
At Me Mackenzie, Vanderhoof ,Hers 
/ :  
MACKENZIE, B.C. (CP) 
--  Fire fllzhtcrs continued 
Monday to battle a 1,200 acre 
fire which has been burning 
since Thursday about 96 
kilometres west of 
Mackenzie, an interior 
esmmunity 169 kil0~ctres 
north of Prince George. 
Tom Waller, a fire duty 
~ficcr with the provincial 
. campf~e, *as  
being battled with air 
tankers, bulldozers and 
about 90 forest fighters. 
The fire was contained to a 
1,200 acre area but Waller 
said any high winds hitting 
the area could create s~lous 
problems for the crews..  
Meanwhile, Waller said a 
second+ fire, involving 3S0 
aerus;: was burning out of 
~+:- : , ,~ : :e f -+.+Va~ ~ 
~rhmf, a oommnity about 
95 kliometres west of Prince 
George. 
He said the second fire 
started Saturday and was 
also man-made. 
Continued warm teenpora-' 
tares in the Prince George 
forest district have caused 
that area TO have the highest 
hazard rating in the 
province. Wallcr said 15 new 
fires started during=the 
weekand bringing ~e.  to~ 
• Joe Olark :Boos AIlot Polka 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Joe with picnickers. TO introduce hlnmelL 
Clark, federal Progressive Accompanied by his wife, At one' paint, he climbed on 
Conservative l nder, braved Maurecn McTner, and his 14- .stage with a troupe of Yugo- 
a downpour Monday to tour a month-o ld  daughter ,  alavian performers and 
mult icultural  fest ival  Catherine, Clark took a danced to what the an- 
Joining some of the ethnic quick Jaunt around Toronto saunter called the "Joe 
event8 and shaking hands Island, plunging into crowds Clark polka." 
$2000 Damage to Bus L + 
No one was hurt in a one 
vehicle accident near MK 
Bay Marina on Kitamaat 
Village Road Sunday at 
about 3:30 in the afternoon. 
The vehicle Involved was a 
bus owned by Coastal Bus 
Linen and driven at the time 
by Gisela Hoekstra of 
Kitimat, There were two 
passengers in the bus. 
Damage to the vehicle was 
estimated at $~,000, 
Kitimat RCMP are still 
investigating. 
For B.C. Hydro 
No Secrets at Site C 
B. C. Hydro's activities at 
Site C on the Peace River are 
far from secret, Hydro vice- 
president for corporate 
affairs Charles W. Hash said 
Wednesday. . 
Hash, addressing the 
Dawson Creek Gyro Club, 
said be found it surprising 
that the B. C. Wildlife 
Federation was alleged to be 
the source of newspaper 
headlines charging Hydro 
with 'Beast' plans. 
"I know of few 
organizations which have 
been klpt closer to Hydro's 
p~m~s proems than the 
Federation," he said. In 
view of the fact that Hydro 
has held some 275 meetings. 
with various public groups 
around the province on 
various, projects and 
proposals over the last four 
years, the use of/he ~¢ork 
'secret' is most Snap. 
prol~ato," 
ff~nrdiM Hydro's land 
purch'"~se-~-'~omd Site C, 
Hash said Hydro was ap- 
preached by property 
owners seeking relief from 
nnan~l worry s mm.m!ng 
from the uncertainty at me 
situation, 
Hydro is studying the 
hydroelectric potential a' 
Site C, 14 miles downstream 
h~0m the W. A, C, Bennett 
dam o~ the Peace, her has 
not yet decided whether or 
not to apply for a water 
linense. 
Hydro'. response to.thee_ 
owners who mlgnt as+ 
directly affected was a letter' 
offerh~ to  purchase their 
property and to lease it back 
in the interim, with a buy- 
'back option in the event he 
dam proposal wmu can. 
celled. 
"The letter was public 
knowledge, and yet Hydro 
was criticized for promoting 
'secret' deals," Nash said. 
"Would it have been better to 
ignore the concern of the 
property owners? Perhaps 
the ~iUea of this action 
~0uld have preferred Hydro 
to let/he owners suffer the 
plight of uncertainty." 
The uncertainty has been 
compounded by well- 
organized propoganda 
spread ihroughont the Peace 
valley and the province, he 
continued. 
"Consider the statement, 
made many times, that 
dams on the Peace River 
would finsk20 pea" cent of the 
Class 1 agricultural land in 
the province, 
"Match this agninst the 
fact - that the en~e Peace- 
Lisrd region - about one 
third of the area of the 
province, contains leas than 
six per cent." 
Hash said he did not quote 
these numbers as an 
araumen.tin favor of power 
against agriculture without a 
reasonable  trade.off, but 
merely as an example of the 
statements make by those 
who seem tp believe that 
dishonest ~neans were 
justified in Opposing enos'. 
which they considered un- 
favorable. 
, Nash posed the question: 
'Why should Site C be 
considored at all?" His 
reply:: "Because it is a 
genuine ly  a t t rac t ive  
that connot be 
ignored. 
"What about he statement 
that no more power is 
needed? 
"That would be un- 
believable ven if the birth 
rate in British Columbia 
remained at no more than 
sustaining level. There is no 
way we can lock the door on 
those wishing to Join us in the 
most desirable place in the 
world to live. The planning 
to ensure that electricity is 
there when you flick the 
switch must begin 10 to 14 
years or more ahead of the 
time when that switch will be 
flicked - if you expect 
anything to happen." 
• Hash referred to the 'oft- 
repeated fallacy' that 
forecasts of the B. C. Energy 
Commission and B, C. Hydro 
wore far apart and con- 
sequently Hydro's forecasts. 
'could not be trustc~l.' 
"Here are the facts," be 
stated. "The B, C, Energy 
Commission was estimating 
total energy needs for the 
whole of British Columbia -
gas, oil, other petroleum 
fuels, coal and electricity - 
on a particular base year. 
"B. C. Hydro was 
estimating electricity needs 
only, in its own service area 
only, on a different base 
year. The results had to 
differ. 
"When the figures and 
time were reconciled, the 
two forecasts were 
remarkably close." 
Hidden behind a cloud of smoke rising from the grill cakesattheearlymorningbreakfastinKitamaat.Vfltage. 
Skeemi MP lena Campagnolo serves ausages and pan. 
L 
The Terrace Grad 
Supplement 
will aptera in 
Thursday's Edition, 
' -ru,:soAY, , , , ,  July 5th. 
BULLETIN 
-Looal Oouple Find Body 
A partially decomposed body was discovered 
at Copper'River flair .and reported to Terrace 
RCMP at approzinmtely 4:30 p.m. Sunday.. 
Sunday. 
Police are attempting to identify the hotly of 
the male Caucasian. 
No foul play is suspected. 
The body wasentangled in the roots of a tree at 
the junction of the Skeena nd CopperRivers. 
~t i~g i in the  sand!~ a feW~:feeta~y;it 
appears children had been playlng .nearby, 
unaware of the corpse. Only 100 feet •away, 
campers were picknieking on the river beach 
unaware of the tragic remains when the 
discovery was made. 
Two local residents, out with their children, 
noticing the putrid smell investigated the tree 
stump, thinking at firstit could be the remains of 
a bear, only to discover it was a human corpse. 
The body Was st i l l  par t ly  c lad,  and  was sa id  to 
sti l l  have  been wear ing  boots, Apr rox imate ly  
last  October,  a "bul l  cook"  in a logging e amp 
upr iver  was  repor ted  miss ing,  and  a missing, 
persons not ice was  inser ted  in the HERALD.  He 
was be l ievedto  have been f rom Pr ince  George.  
Po l i ce  have,  as  yet ,  not  posi t ively ident i f ied the 
body, and wil l  p robab ly  requ i re  a denta l  check to 
confirm any findings. 
Death on Highway 16 
A Prince Rupert man is dead following asingle 
car accident 75 miles west of Terrace on H/gh- 
way 16 Saturday. 
Kenneth George Toys, 30, was killed when he 
fated to negotiate a curve, went straight ahead 
and hit a cement abutment. 
More than $1,000 damage was done to 
Department of Highways' vehicles parked at the 
gravel.pit in Tl]ornhill Saturday. 
winaows anti gauges on equipment were 
smashed, causing $1,500 damage. 
Charges are contemplated against wo female 
juveniles who were apprehended Friday evening 
after breaking into a mobile home on Mark 
Road. 
Two Kitbnat youths were caught siphoning as 
tram a ear parked in the4900 block of Halliwell 
and charged with theft. 
A Terrace man was arrested and charged for 
breaking and entering a private residence on 
Copper River Road early Saturday morning. 
Police did not release the man's name. 
EurocanPicketsLffted 
Picket lines outside of line kiln wi~lch normally 
Eurncan in Kitimat wore operates on natural gas 
w i thdrawn Thnrsday  would be converted TO oil, 
The line kiln operates on 
two million cubic feet of 
natural gas each day and 
amounts to $4,000 each day in  
revenue to Pacific Northern 
Gas. Cost to Euroean to use 
oil instead will be N,000 per 
day. 
Three other facilities burn 
natural gas at Eurecan, but 
the union spokesman said 
these would be difficult to 
convcrt o oil and the IBEW 
would not force the company 
TO convert those facilities, 
IBEW workers went on 
strike June 5 in offices from 
Prince Rupert to Fort St, 
James and in Vancouver 
a f t e r negotiations broke, 
evening after striking 
workers at Pacific Northern 
Gas ended the 12-hoar picket 
of the mill for allegedly 
breaking an agreement 
signed by the two groups. 
A spokesman for the In. 
ternaliooai Brotherhood of 
Electrical Workers (IBEW), 
the local gas workers uqion, 
said the picket line was wi~- 
drawn at 6 p.m. and by 10 
p.m. an additional 
agreement was signed in 
Vancouver by union business 
agents and lawyers for 
Eureean 
The agreement is similar 
to one signed by the union 
and Alean stating that the 
Fire scene between Kitimat and Terrace 
Four Helicopters Aid 
250 Fighting Big Fire 
For those who woke up, in terrace, Monday morn~.g choking.and coughing from.the 
smoke-filled air, there still seemed little relief in sight, Monoay a.ernoon, ,4y 1our 
o'clock In the afternoon, the total fire size encompassed 2,000 acres - mostly In the Cldst 
Creek valley area. Officials at the Ranger Station in Terrace were assuring the public 
there was no danger at present to life or limb. 
• ,Approximately 250 persons, working three shifts, were attempting tobring the blaze 
under control. 
• ,At the peak of their use, four A-26 and one DC4 air tankers were used, guided by a 
"Bird Dog" aircraft as the Aeroitar spotter plane is called. 
. ,Supporting equipment ;included 10 heavy water tanks, 10 cats - mostly D.Ts and D-8s - 
and four helicopters were giving aerial support. These flying machines were being used 
to airlift men and fire fighting equipment, as well as dropping distrthutl~g retardants. 
• ,To the North and South the fire guards were established and holding well• 
• ,The fire guards on the West side were being successful in keeping the flames from ~he 
highway and the power line • though motorists were being warned, over the radio, not to 
stop or slow down along the way. 
. ,The East flank was the running end of the fire, and st press time, yesterday, seemed to 
be heading for a move up the mountain further into timberland. 
,Two causes were given as possible origins of the fire, The fire could have developed 
from a "sleeper", started by lightning and smouldering undetected for an undetermined 
period or - !t could have been ignited by a carelessly mrown cigarette, Bo/h possibilities 
ore being investigated, 
• ,Meanwhile the fire hazard in the forest diStrict Is now placed at "Very High" to Ex- 
treme, No sign of an early rain appears in/he ofling to help/he fireflghtcrs extinguIsh 
the very persistent conflagration, 
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Job opportunities 
..Further details on the 
following Gobs are to be 
obtained by calling the 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 635. 
7134. 
Hook Tender - IWA rate. 
Kleanza. Permanent full 
time. Must be experieaoed. 
Transport from town pro. 
Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. ,P, ermanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
Dining Room Waitress- ~.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
,,nanent full time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Millwright - IWA rate. 
Terrace. Permanest full 
time. General duties in 1seal 
mill - shift work involved. 
ll.D. Mechanic - I.W.A. 
rates. Jushatta. Permanent 
fulltime. TQ or fully ex- 
perienced. 
Waiter-Waitress - ~.~5 per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
full.time. Over 19 years of 
age. Stock work, cash 
register and balancing 
ordering. 
Childcare Worker- 140 week. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Experience working 
with children and ability to 
deal with public. 
Stenographer - 8-9,000 year. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Typing, dicto~ene. 
able to deal with public. 
General Office Clerk - DOE 
$3.50 hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Invoi~ng 
through a cardex inventory 
system. Accurate typing. 
Stand Tenders - DOE. Usk. 
Temporary full time, 3- 6 
months experience in saw\ 
• work. Must have own chain 
Registered Nurse - $1124 
month. Terrace. Care of 
patients in ICU maintenance 
of equipment. Responsible 
to head nurse. Shift work 8 
percent VP. Room and 
Board provided at cast. 
Executive Secretsry - $I,000 
month. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with publie. 
Cook - $3.00 hour. Terrace. 
Conking and some clean-up. 
Shift work. 
Heavy Duty Mechanic - 
$10.G1 haucr. Terrace, 
Temporary full time (2 
months). Certified HD 
Mechanic Heavy Equipment 
repair. 
Live in Housekeeper- $350 
per month + R&B. Port 
Edward. To care for 2 
children age 7 and 2 - some 
housekeeping, cooking 
childears. 
Fal lers-  I.W.A. Queen 
Charlotte. Permanent full 
time. Coast experience. 
Camp Job. 
Clerk Typist - MI93,00 per 
month. Terrace. Per- 
manont full time. Must have 
40 wpm typing. Must have 
office exp~ience. 
Radiator Repairmab 
Negotiable salary DOE. 
Terrace. Permanent- full 
time. Must have experience 
or related radiator ex- 
perience. Some light 
mechanic work. 
TV & Radio Repalrperson - 
I800 per month to start. 
Prince Rupert. Pennenant 
full time. Good knowledge of
repairs especially radio. 
Drivers licenen preferred. 
Mnnager-Suprv. - Stereo 
Dept. DOE. Permanontfull 
t~ .  Must have retail sales 
Schooltaxesjump 
15.5 per cent 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Property owners in British 
Columbia'sl40 
munieipalities are paying 
$66.8 million more this year 
in school taxes than in 19~7, 
says Jeff MeKelvey, 
executive director of the 
Union of B.C. Municipalities 
(UBCM). 
The jump is an increase of 
15.5 per cent over last year's 
$431 million, McKelvey says 
in a report to UBCM 
members. 
MeKelvey also says total 
school district budgets have 
cleared $1 billion for the 
first. The total for in- 
corporated and unin- 
corporated areas ts $1.08 
billion. 
The report says budgets 
were up by about $105 million 
from the 1977 figure of $972 
million. 
However, while school 
budgets have increased by 
about ~0 per cent, govern- 
meat grants are up $18 
million, an increase of four 
par cent from last year's 
million. 
Vancouver Mayor Jack 
Volrich, president of the 
UBCM, expressed concern 
about school budgets in- 
creasing duspite declining 
enrolment and said the 
provincial government is not • 
substantially increasing its 
sharb or education costa. ' 
Island mill 
::upgraded 
VANCOUVER (C'P) - -  The 
Tuhsis Co. Ltd. has an- 
neunced it will spend ;20 
million during the next three 
years upgrading and 
modernizing two sawmills on 
Vancouver Island. 
He said the modernization 
will mean a manpower 
reduction but attrition will 
take care of thin. . . . . 
According to our 
customers, it's the 
best Seal in town. 
Test drive a Honda today at 
TERRACEHONDA SALES 
41142 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. VOG 11.8 
-- 635.6571 or 635-4335 
HONDA Dealer kicence Number 02066A 
saw. Hard hat, boots ere experience knowledgable MI•I|IIM•IMIM|IIIIIMII|MBIM•MI| 
required, about stereo equipment. • • 
:_ 19"/8 ": Child Care Supervisor - $180 management skills, 
w.k.  Terrace. Permanent : PR INOE GEORGE : fulltime, Must be registered Registered Nurse - Clinic - • • 
nurse or have successfully ~5.50hour. Terrace. On call 
completed to early childhood only - for relief and for • st  uo..onoou. : EXHIBITION : 
Fliers - I.W.A. rats. clinic. : AUGUST 
Terrace. Permanent full 
t ime" ' Gonern i  duUes  JP l °ca i  C°mpat~ Operat° r  " $850 " i [ milL. Must have ~w filcr ,I~mo. DOE, Terrace. 10, 11, l~ . ,~d13,  1978 : . 
saw ~fitter experience. Permanent fulltime. Must 
be experienced on IBM : EXHIBITION P_ItK | 
Yarding Enginecr. - I.W.A. System 33- Must be IBM : PRINOE GEORGE, e,0, ,,, 
rate. Kieanza. Permanont trained. Operate 3741 
fulltime. Must be ex- Keypunch. • • • • For More Informatmn • perienced. Transport from • . , . • 
town prov. Apprentice Baker -~ .00  • and Prnze Lnst Events " • 
hour. Terrace. Permanent • • 
LegalStenographer-$TSO-fulitime. To start on 3 ycar [ BOX 955 ' . |  
$800 me DOE. Terrace. approntice posit,ion. Fast 
Permanent full time. Typing worker with keen interest. 
45 wpm. Legal experimcc Drivers liccnce 3 a.m. - 12, • • • 
required, p.m. : Prince Georp, BsO. : 
s .  . .0s  u 
Public supnort for .,., . . , . . , , , , . . . . . . . . . , . . . .e 
Gibralter strike 
WILLIAMS LAKE, B.C. 
(CP) - -  As a lockout at the 
Gibraltar mine 60 kUometres 
north of this Caribou com- 
munity continues into its 
second month, public sup- 
port is increasing for the 
mine's 400 unionized 
workers. 
Gibraltar manager Jim 
Wright agrees that he Cam- 
dian Association of In- 
'dustrial, Mechanical and 
Allied Workers is winning 
the public relations battle. 
"How do you ov .is 
nvohSthe situation is not 
what the newspapers, what 
the radio and what the 
community says?" Wright 
asked. "We're faced with the 
reality of what the union 
people tell us over the 
bargaining table and that 
never gets in the paper." 
Recently, the Williams 
Lake Tribune urged town 
council in an editorial to 
"take the courage of their 
convictions and . . .let 
Gibraltar Mines and its 
management know that the 
town itself is officially unim- 
pressed with the company's 
behavior as a corporate 
citizen of the Caribeo." 
An earlier editorial 
suggested "when a firm such 
as Gibraltar demonstrates a 
callous lack of concern for 
the people and the com- 
munity that makes its an- 
nual profit figures possible, 
let's take our mountain, or 
our trees, or our oil, or 
anything else, hack, and sell 
it to someone who will 
operate their business in a 
spirt of cooperation and 
public concern." 
FAVOR UNION 
Some traditionally pro- 
business bodies such as the 
town council and the 
chamber of commerce also 
have come out in favor of the 
union. 
Early "in the dispute, just 
after the company refused to 
attend a negotiating session 
called by Doug Cameron, 
assistant deputy labor 
minister, both organizations 
urged a return to the 
bargaining table. 
Wright called the 
Tribune's suggestion that he 
mine is deliberately shutting 
down until the price of 
copper rises "the most 
cynical, most fatuous 
comment I've heard of all 
the lot." 
Gibraltar voluntarily shut 
down production without 
waiting for the union to 
strike. It cancelled a 
scheduled meeting with 
CAIMAW and Cameron, 
arguing the meeting was 
pointless ince the company 
bad already tabled its f inal 
offer. 







01iPi .ng, Grooming, Fleabaths, 
Ears, Eyes, Nails, Eto. 
635-9251 
ew Business 
Not listed in our 




WATER LILY BAY RESORT - 796.2267 . 
TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL C~NTRE • 635-3300 
BOYDS BODY SHOP. 635-9410 ;V 
GEMINI EXCAVA'rlNG - 635-3479 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY HERALD 
If you wish your  Business Phone 
listed fo r  your customers please cal l  636-6367 
Meet the 
"Re cycler of Unwants" 
1,41 IL~. 
I~  Full s i fe~compl l le .  ~8nd 
'WW f4cfOCy wra~l~,  RtcP41rd 
Pra~'$ ~t l te t t  War t,'~oe*,e, lO~ 
NaN, N0rthri¢IQ4h ~alg.IMII. 3 ~kt  
v,  phone number where you 
L diverte¢ wdl iut0~'ldttclll¥ 
thfre, alrno~t pew. co~t 
~ l l l  ~lCrlliCe ~150 ~Pg)ll0J, 
l i bRA I]M XLR 
ALL AJ~ERICN 
19316 VA 
.U~SEOA . . . .  
:OR~URNIIURE 
"1 t4E CROSS 
Co~ I;)0" C 
| h't~k$ & m0St 
[ 345-3t57 
,| Jk trlI$C. Iufnitufe. 
I~& Ctq~rgs. VIM Or c41n 
-s~*E . . . . . . . . . . . . .  'rnevt 7-3, Stovl  
fllnil 
. . .  ,liP,' 
IrYt~ i~Ot'9, 
. . .., 
,Slate Pooll~ 
New 4d .  fsotel 1,1 
t t~or~lC~q C 
NECARD~ ( 
THE OLASSIFIED OOLUMNS OF THE 
TERRAOE/KITIMAT DAILY HERALD 
There is no reason to keep things you don't need or 
enjoy anymore just beeause they're valuable. Thereare 
eustomers willing to pay good money for things you've 
tired of. 
Contact the "Recyeler of Unwants,"the elassified de- 
partment of the Daily Herald. You will be pleased 
with the fast, speedy results. As fast as a phone call, 
results happen! 




Shopping centre for Kitwanga 
A native co-operative wanga to northern B.C., the ' "When you have to drive At the annual general 
association has announced Yukon and Alaska has 120 or 140 miles to Terrace board meeting in May, 
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-Twonew mechanic courses 
offered by NW college 
Northwest Community 
College, Vocational and 
Trades Training D!vision, is 
offering two new courses in 
September. 
The General Mechanics 
Course is an employment 
preparation course for those 
who wish to enter the field of 
mechanics and seek, em- 
ployment in a variety' of 
mechanical repair shops. It 
was found that there was a 
lack of trained personnel in 
the Northwest for entry level 
positions in small engine 
• repair shops, motorcy¢! 
shops, marinas, automotive 
repair shops, service 
stations, track repair shops, 
heavy duty repair shops, 
mine and logging main- 
tainence shops and farm 
machinery repair shops, It 
was in response to this need 
for trained personnel that 
the ten month General 
Mechanics course was 
developed. 
Another new course, being 
offered for the second time is 
the Diesel Mechanics course. 
• Tls five month course Was 
developed to . upgrade 
students with previous 
mechanical experience in 
the servicing. 0t, erhaul and 
operation of engines used in 
marine, heavy duty 
equipment, or truck ap- 
plication. 
These new courses are 
being offered in addition to 
the full range of ongoing 
vocational programs, which 
are: 
Basic Training for Skilled 
Development (Vocational 
Upgrading) which is being 
offered, in most Northwest 
communiUes this fall, 
Business Office Training 
and Upgrading, 
Cook Training and 
Upgrading, 
Industrial Records and 
First Aid, 
Electronics 
Cook Training and 
Upgrading, 




Marine Engine Repair 
'Welding General and 
Upgrading, and 
Career Orientation. 
Anyone who is interested 
in enrolling in any of these 
courses is encouraged to 
apply early as space is 
limited. Sponsorship may be 
availaMe through Canada 
Manpower cr we recom. 
mend applicants supply for 
U.I.C. referral. 
In addition to these full- 
time programs a great 
variety of part-time 
vocational courses will be 
ofl~ered in the fall. Courses 
such as basic mobile 
welding, mol~ile hydraulics, 
air brakes, business office 
truing c~urses and technical 
qualitification courses will 
be offered in a number of 
communities in the Nor- 
thwest 
Further information on 
courses and entry 
requirements may be ob- 
tained from the College 
Centre in Terrace and from 
local College Centres. 
difference a
a price makes. 
See for yourself at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
plans for the construction of
a 45,000 square foot shopping 
and service centre at Kit- 
wanga which could reduce 
business ~it Terrace stores. 
Conmtruction a d paving of 




British Columbia drinkers 
can expect some relief from 
the current beer drought this 
week, a Liquor Distribution 
Branch LDB spokesman said 
Monday. 
The spokesman said the 
LDB ordered 100,000 cases of 
Schlitz beer from the United 
States, and the branch is also 
"taking all we ean get" from 
Olympia beer, the only other 
U.S. beer listed by the LDB. 
turned Kitwanga into a 
major goods and service 
centre, 
The planned facility will* 
'increase the services the 
conunnnity has to offer with 
the imimina of a grocery, 
hardware and building 
eapplies tore operated by 
the United Consumers Co-op, 
a bank, post office, liquor 
store and other stores and 
offices. 
Highway traffic to Kit- 
wanga has increased by 50 
perceet over last year, ac. 
cording to reported fibres. 
The Highway 37 route is 200 
miles shorter than the 
Alaska Highway route 
through Pine Pass and the 
Alean pipeline is expected to 
have a major influence oa 
Kitwanga because that own 
will becorae the rail terminal 
for the pipe. 
Although new shopping 
facilities are being 
established in both Terrace 
and Smithers you are 
wasting an entire day," he 
said. "We intend .. OFFER 
ESSENTIAL GOODS AND 
SERVICES ' AT COM- 
PETITWE PRICES." 
People living in the Nass 
Valley are expected to 
travel to Kitwangs more 
extensively rather than 
taking the restrieted logging 
road south to Terrace. 
Chief Morgan, who has 
been working on the proposal 
along with the Kitwanga 
Council and the board of 
.direetors of the Kitwanga 
Native Co-op Association, 
said the centre should 
provide up to 40 jobs for area 
residents. Construction of 
the centre will also create a
number of jobs. 
The board, with the 
assistance of Skeena Con- 
suiting and Project 
Management is currently 
finalizing epplications to the 
approval was received to 
borrow necessary capital 
money to begin footing and To prevent loss of the metal from which coins are made 
foundation sometime this in U.S. mints, scrap metal and floor sweepings are remelted 
month. 
:/ 
~ 4842 Hwy. 16 West Terrace, B.C. V6G IL8 635-6S71 or 63S.4325 Dealer Licence 02066A 
to be made into coins. ] HOI%TD.P~. Test driveaHondatoda_y. 
v 'i 
, .  =s"  m - 
/ 
Department of Regional and 1 
Monday said they expected Morgan of Kitwanga said the Indian Economic • Every time you dec=de to buy in their pubs .these wii] not affect Kit- the suds to be Development Fund for . ' 
,5ndsv ,,. . . . .  ~ ..... ~,,,:~ ;,.:.;<:wam~a,,~'.'irb ~- . . . . .  : financial assistance, .~,Z ~L~ / / "  Ip  , . . . . . . . .  ~ , ~  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ,  ~ a product of  Canadayouhe 
' " " . . . . . . .  " ~ " '  ' . . . . . . .  ~ ~. ~:  < . ' cure  .b eate~:  ~1~ " In  =0{' ~ "  ~-" "" ..... "0"  P"  ' VAT E ~ ' E O" ' U ' ' " E ~ ' 1 no.horny grow an d id s a r -e  ~:r 
AUTOV'=ST ! . When d. ran.product selecuon i auy~'f/~x]~'" Before youbuy, Investlgstotheadeantagesoflhis rent- | s, vi .rm, 
fo.own plan. Al l  mmlu  pald apply to purchase .  M~y / you shop, your Cana 
,. up ~o~, cas~ or bo,,ow, no po.r. ,= .d a= ! unhmited. Just about every~mg you need to mamtam one of the worlds h=ghest 
months rant and drive away. | standards of living is made, mined, grown or produced right here in Canada. 
EXAMPLES i 
Based on 35 month lease Think about each purchase; from your daily bread to your annual vacauon you can 
rTS F ~s0 picl~up I I I I l i ,d  - -  ' 7, End. , .  Van ,11 C too Ch.. p. usua l ly  f i  va lue  in  a Canad ian  product .  
$1,,.00per month $134.00 per month SI=9.OO per  monfli; The l i s t  m virtually endless. 
lease end price lease end price lease end price l 
beer industry continued. 
There have been no talks 
between breweries and the 
anion since Wednesday whea 
Moloon employees voted 99 
percent in favor of rejecting 
the brewing industry's last 
contract offer. 
The lockout, involving four 
breweries, began June 8 
after union workers at 
Carling went on strike May 
26. 
The lockout, involving four 
breweries, began June 8 
after union workers at 
C~rling went on strike May 
26. 
Locked out are 1,200 
members of the Canadian 
Union of United Brewery, 
Flour, Cereal, Soft Drink and 
DisUllery Workers at Labatt 
plants in New Westminster 
and Victoria, Columbia 
Brewing at Creston, and 
Carlin's and Molson's in 
S2,17S.00 " 
or simply return 
TO Camaro HT 
St~.OOper month 
lease ~nd price 
$2,~25.00 
,or slm~l~ re.turn 
70 Fiesta 3 dr. 
S99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.0~ 
M,97S.OO 
or simply return 
71 Zephyr Sedan 
S124.00 per ilfl~nfll 
lease end price 
$1,1~5.OO 
or simply_ return 
'75 F150 4x4  
$1S5.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.OO 
Si,I;S.OO 
or simply return 
~' Undue Van 
$I~.OO per month 
lease end price 
S1,|75.00 
or simply return 
711 OMs Cutlass 
$139.OO per month 
lease end price. 
S2,025.OO 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
COL L E CT  987-71 I1 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
!110 MARINE DRIVE 




Pared Pickup & Delivery 
m m m | I m m m m m |  m m i  
Packages & Parcels 
0hairs - Reoliners - fnd Tables - 
Portable T,V, 
Suites (Kilohen & Uving Room) 
Beds & Box Spdnp 
MASTER BEDROOM DRESSERS OR CHESTS 
FRIG'S, STOVES, WASHER OR DRYERS 
O g l l H H H I I l i m H B H  
District of Terrace Only 
Vancouver. 
Abattoir Equipment • Acids * Aircraft • Alarms • Alcohol • Ammunition • Autos • Apples. Artificial Limbs • Asparagus 
Baby Foods • Bags • Balls • Bandages • Bank Notes • Baq irley • Barrels • Basins • Bath Mats • Bathing Suits • Batteries 
• Beans • Bearings •Beef• Beer. Ale, Stout • Beeswax •Be Bird Seed • BiCycles • Billim'd Tables • = Blankets •Blue- 
berries •Boats • Bolts ° Books • Boots a Shoes • Brakes ° msieres • Buckles • Buildings •Buoys* A Butter • Cable 
• Cakes ° Calendars • Canoes •Cans • Capstans • Carbon etrachloride • Carpets andRugs • / ~Carrots • Caskets •
~ N~Castings • Celery • Cement °Chain • Chairs • Cheese •Cheesecloth • Cherries t, I * Chickens 
[ w~ . . j  ] j j .  Clamps °Closets, Sanitary Chemical * Clothing •Computers • Concrete •/I I Conduits ° 
Corn •Cranes a Shovels •Crates • Croquet Sets • Crucibles- / ] [ Cucumbers 
~ l ' q *  Dado Heads • Decalcomanias * Deodorizers- Derricks / I ] • Disc Harrows 
.~ ' . : : : " ' ;~ . . _  [ .Disinfectants •Display Fixtures • Docks ~, Ramps. Doors. / ] / Dr_ills*_.Ducks • 
~ Dustpans • Dynamotors • Earthenware • Eavestrough d '  J..-/ • Egg Canuters 
- • Eggs • Electric Apparatus • Electric Devices ~ - • Elevators • 
• • • . Fdters • Fire Fabric • Fans • Fasteners • Feeds • Felt • Fencing ~ ~ Fertilizers " " ' ' 
Escapes-FirePlaces-Fianges.FlySwatters' M~&lacanad ienne  _ .F~ods. Footwear . forgmgs.F~naces"  
Furniture * Furs • Fuses * Games • Garters • ~as ~auges ~ears ~Jenerators ~=ra,es 
Glass • Glue • Go-Carts * Goggles • GolfClubs • Gratings • Grain • Grease * Greenhouses • Gum • Gymnasium Equipment • Halters • 
P ks Sticks • Ho Feed • Hoists • Hone • Horseshoes • Hose. Hos=ery Hammers "Handles • Hats. Heaters • Hitches • Hockey Pads, uc . " g " Y 
• Humidifiers • Hydrants • Hydraulic Devices s, Equipment • Hydrometers • Hydrotropes • Hygrometers • Ice, Artificial • Ice Cream 
• Incinerators • ink • ~ Insecticides, Insoles, Insulation . ~  Jackets • Jacks • Jams, Jeans • Jewellery • 
Joints • Jqists. ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ]  Junction Boxes • Retries • Kilns t ' r~; " /~ . Knives . Knobs . Labels . ,,t, . . . . .  
Laces. Lacquers ~~, - -7" J~ J "~, ,~"~ • Lacrosse Sticks• Ladders• ~ / ~  X Lamb. Lamps. Lasers- ~/~l{(/~/)~///~t 
Lavatories. ~ ~ f ~ " ~  Lenses• Lettuce. Lift Trucks. j[xx~ / "~]~"~ Liquor- Loaders• Locks \ \ \~ /~]1  
. . . . .  s • Machmer .Mandohns Locomotives ~ Louvres Lumber Lye Macaron ' /~f '~  ~/ /~ " Y " ~ ~ { I  
. = - - '*~'~ • M~ • Butter • Mar arme • Marme Manhole Covers anure Spreaders Maple ~ ~.!7"~,~J g [ -~[f~O 
Railways" * Matches •Mattresses • Medals and Badges •Medicines.. Megaphones. ' " • ~ ins  • MonoraslMetal St mpings • | " ~L//J 
Meters * Microphones • Mi lk  • Mineral Wool • Mining Equipment Mirrors Mitts Moccas " ~ ~/ f  
Systems. Monhments. Map.  Motion Pictures- - ~-;  Motors- Moulds. Muc,age- Mumers • Murals. M~sh£ooms 
• Mustard • Nai ls  • Napkins • Newspapers • ~ Novelties • Nuclear Fuels • Nuts • Oars • Oats • u i l  gennery ,q "q 
Equipment - Oils • Ointments • Onions.  Ovens ~"V~.~x • Overshoes • Overalls • Oxygen • Paddles • Pads • Pails. ~ 
• • • Peanut Butter • Pears • Pencds • x • Paint • Ptaintings • Pall;ors and Skids • Panelling* ~ ~ Pans Paper Peaches ! " , . . . .  
Pharmaceutical Preparations • Pianos • Pickles ~ • Pipes • Pipeline Equipment and Supplies •Planters •~astmc • r~ows • 
• • • • lene • Pork • Posters •Posts • Potatoes • Pots • tottery •tower Plugs Plums Polish Follution Control Systems I I1 |1  Polyethy 
• • • llers • Pulle s • Pum s.  P rotechmcs- Radar E ul ment • Transmission Equipment Preservatives Presses ~-~i '~  Prope y p Y " _ . q [~ 
Radiators•Radishes. Re,road IIIIIllHll Supplies and Equipment•,Raincoats• . ~ gasp.berries.~az,ors.. 
r~ Record Players . Refrigerators |1][[11]11|-Reeisters. Relishes •Removers, Paintand ~ varn lsn . t tnunarn  
lfJr~h~| i I Irt •Rivets •Road Material • ~ Rockets •Rods • Rollers • Rompers •Room ~ Dividers • Rope. 
_ t~- - - - -~" t ' t~  Rubber Bands • Rust Preventative • Rye • Safes • Safety Devices ~ .Sa i lboats .  Salt 
~f i '~ '~, '~  H • Sauerkraut• Saws•Saw Blades•Scales• Scors.Scalants" Sculptures. Sealants / ~ "  Searchlights 
{~((o)) ]l ~ .Sewers.SewlngMachines.Shampoos. Shelving'Ships'Shirts'Shoehoms' ~ o ~  Shoes. 
~k~2.~ ~)~,~ Shutters.Sidlng-Signs.Skates.gkirts- ,~-~.~S iacks .  Sleighsand ~ ~ ~ Sleds. Snow 
~ . . • bud s • So beans.  Blowers Soap Soil Conditioner.Solvents //~1"--"~ Sono y ~ ~ ].,,,~ Y_  
Soups • Spaghetti • Spectacles • Spreaders • Springs •Sprockets o ~,"-~L/~ Squash •Staples • ~  / /  Steel • Store ~.ronts 
, . . . . .  Tables • Tanks • Ta ors • Tar auhns • Strawberries Straws Sulkies Suspenders Switches ~ " ~ 0 l  ~ T~rpe~s P 
• . . • Tile • Tires • Todet Pre aratmns Telemetering Equipment Tents Textiles Thermometers [ | I ,~_ ~0~ ' p ' 
. Tomatoes • Tools • Toques and Caps • Tremors •Trailers ~ !  ~ ~ • Transformers • Trousers •Trusses, Roof. Tubing, 
Turkeys •Turnips •Umf~rellas • Underwea-~ • Uniforms • ~ ~  Uranium/Components' Vaccines •Valves • Vanities 
• Varnish • Vaults. Veneers •Ventilators • Vises • Wadding • ~ v Wallpapers• Washers •Water Pollution Control Equip. 
. . . . . .  Wheels • Winches. Wmdows• Wines • Wire • Yach,s • Yarns • Yeast ment Waterproofing Wax Weed Killer Weights Wheat . . . .  
• Yogurt • Zinc • Zippers • Zirconium/Alloys • Abrasives, Airplane Hanger Doors • Almond Paste, Aluminum Doors • Axes and Ad 
lq~i p Governnlent GouvernemerH 
of Canada du Canad~J 
Industry, Trade Industne 
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Jack Horner. Jack Homer 
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EDITORIAL 
Now that the Canada Week celebrations for 
1978- the largest ever type of National bash of its 
kind emphasizing "Unity" is over, we may be 
excused for taking a cold, dispassionate look at 
the multi-million dollar extravaganza to see if 
we really got our money's worth. After all, it 
was financed, to a "major extent, by your tax 
dollars and mine. 
Waving flags, singing Ca-No-Do, putting on 
ethnic dances and multi-national productions 
can be educational, informative - and sometimes 
highly enterta'ining. 
But, when it comes to helping cement the 
weakening foundations and alliances between 
Quebec and the rest of Canada, the usefulness 
and value of such hoopla can be questioned. 
Unfortunately, the reaction of several persons 
OA-NA-DA And U-NI-TY 
I know who watched the three hour CBC special entire NWT.' Drum dancing is no more typical of 
Sunday telecast did not find the program helping the 14,000 Canadian Inuit than is witchcraft 
them love Quebec one iota. Quite the opposite, among the Anglais. The electric guitar is far 
When performer after performer spoke and sang more likely to be packed on the back of a skidoo 
in French - a language most of them could not at Baker Lake, Aldavakik, or Pangnirtung than 
understand - they became resentful and ear- a skin paddle drum. 
• castle. Simuitanaeous English subtitles on the 
screen might have helped. But - it is so easy to criticize rather than to 
The sudden appearance on the scree'n of a remedy the complaint. 
group of old time Inuit "liveby satellite" from O.K. If it is a remedy - or a "constructive 
Frobisher Bay, banging their ~ Isk in  covered criticism" that is needed - here is a silggestion. 
hoop "drums" and shonting ,'Ai-yai-yai" - or Offer every family in Canada a free pass on the 
similar words with no introduction or ex- government-owned railroads good for Dne visit 
planation had the effect of making them appear per year (round trip) to any part of Canada 
not only anachonistic - but'practically an object where the "other" language is spoken. For 
of ridicule. As far as I knov;,, there are only two English speaking Canadians, rids would have to 
sets of Eskimo (Inuit) Drum dancers in the be Quebec. For Quebeckers, this would have to 
by Richard Jackson 
OTTAWA OFFBEAT 
be at least one hundred miles beyond Quebec 
borders. 
This, almost certainly, would do more for the 
state of Canadian unity than all the Canada Day 
jingoism Ottawa "experts" on bilingualism, bu- 
culturalism and unity can come up with. 
Furthermore, the government co~d set up a 
bureau to handle exchanges by French 
Canadians willing to accept Anglais guests 
taking advantage of the rail offer, and for 
English homes willing to play host to guests from 
Quebec. 
This way we, in Canada, would REALLY get to 
know one another. If, after knowing one another, 
we found we did not like one another - then - let's 
split! 
Unity - love it - or leave it! 
Salesmanship "With/A Touch of Class" 
Ottawa,- Well now, .Industry Trade and 
Commerce Minister Jack Horner is going out for 
the hard sell. 
He hum. 
He and his bureaucrats are pushing a _"Shop 
Canadian" campaign domestically which he 
calculates will rev up into an export drive. 
Sell here and sell abroad. 
That's the idea. 
So bow's he doing it? 
With "Shop Canadian" Iogos,.stlckers and 
tags, and $1.7 million in advertising. 
Original, what? 
Remember Commander Whitehead? The 
handsome, spade-bearded Englishman who 
flogged Schweppos into the lead in the sales race 
of mixers for North America's drinks? 
And The Man in the_ Hathaway Shirt, the gent 
with the trendy black patch_over the eye? 
Path-finders, trail-makers Jr/ big-time 
salesmanship. Proved on the balance sheet, in 
the corporate annual report, on the l~oflom line. 
Coincidentally ~th  jaunty Jack Homer's 
excursion into the semi-show world of sales, the 
British have unleashed another super-salesman 
on the North American market. 
Stepping about ManhaUan, starting a con- 
tinental show-sales tour that will take him across 
the United States.and back through Canada with 
sto~ in Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary,, 
Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal, Saint 
John and pe~ts east is_an Englishman in a 
cutaway frock c<bat, silk cravat, and with a 
silver-topped walking suck, who is not qui~ as 
eccentric as the local cab drivers, winking, 
would have you believe. 
He is Walter Otten, Esquire, who .normally 
reposes in .dignity and a conservative E_din- 
borough blue suit behind a polished desk in 
London's Savile Row. 
His family's firm, Wain-Sldell, is a giant in fine 
fashion men's tailoring, the Rolls Royce of 
British haberdashery. 
Earlier this year, to Celebrate his firm's 
centenary, he had his nineteenth century gen- 
tleman's garb run up out of his company's finest 
cloth. 
He had fitted his wife, Brun~, in a bustled 
dress of Wain-Shiell's finest silk, .packed some 
order t~ks  and bought a pair of round-the-world 
air tickets, to do a bit of door-to-door 
salesmanship, ~th  class, for dear old Britain. 
He has been through Europe, the Middle East- 
what insatiable buyers are the Arabs!-to.Osaka 
and Tokyo, and on to Hong Kong.preaehing the 
excellence of B~h craftmanship. 
Wearing his fetchingly fancy frock coat, he has 
shown that by resting the company's, chauffeur 
and parking the Rolls for a few weeks, there is 
still .business to burn for today's merchant ad- 
venturers. 
In H~g Kong. he showed those tailors, 
!'ravenous.for B itish suitings," that the Brits 
can gimmick itup.too.,.caSinnere cloths with 24 
carat gold thread Costing up to ~,000 ~he copy. 
In Manhattan super-swinger Frank Sinatra 
has been fitted for one with an "S" pin-stripe 
pattern. 
President Jimmy Carter last year was given a 
length of Walter Otten's Wain-Shiell suiting by 
Prime Minister James Callaghan who had the 
letters,J" and "C" woven into the pin-stripe for 
himself and the President. 
Mr. Otten has stoc~iled $2 million worth of 
cloth in his two London warehouses--qnaint 
Savile Row and brutishly plain Bermondsey-to 
guarantee delivery. 
On the closing continental loop of the trans- 
world sales blitz-an operation with dash and 
tone-he already has filled his order books for 
$500,000 worth of cloth orders for some of the 62 
British mills his firm patronizes in Yorkshire, 
Lancashire, Scotland, Ulster and the West of 
England. 
That's salesmanship, Jacl~ Homer. 
SelUng with showmanship, a touch of the Ritz, 
and the class of Claridge's. 
B,C. Hydro Studying Hat Creek Coal 
B.C. Hydro's principal the valley, on underground excavateamineandbeUda for auramer activities from 
activity at the site of a rock formations, and na the powerpisnt, ancient times until white 
potential coal mine and quantity and flow of on- Students from the settlers arrived in the mid- 
pawerplant inthe Hat Creek derground water. University of British 1800s. 
Valley this summer will be a . Assailer number of Columbia department of 
diamond core drilling workers will remain at the Anthropology and Ar- The visitors' reception 
program, site until October to monitor chaeology, continuing a office at the entrance to Hat 
Eight drill rigs and a peak ground water in the holes Hydro-funded program Creek valley will be opm 
labor force of 4O to 50 drilled for that purpose, started in 1976, are during the coming tourist 
workers will be employed Investigations at the site, examining the valley for season, Monday to Friday, 
dt l~f~'~*=:3une;~ ! July and and design studies by ca-archaealoRJ~'.al sites~r,~l~, is 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. I f  
A~t,~:~,/ .  . .. . . . .  . sultants will .. provide ~iieved*~:]ndl~:~rbnd'~'~"'~inl~est war ran~the  lfin! 
~ e  of the program is technical and cost data to  the Fraser ,and Th0m'psod will be staffed seven duys~~ 
to provide engineering in. assist Hydro in deciding valleys camped at Hat Creek week. 
formation on the large coal whether or not to apply for 
deposit in the north end of government permits to From the United Ohuroh 
Thinksmal: Unohurohed editorials 
THE RICH CONSIDER EASING THE DEBT BURDEN 
byJimSmith I 
Happy Birthday 
i I I years ago, a number of 
regions lying above the north- 
ern border of the United States 
discovered that they shared 
two Serious problems: a fear 
of being absorbed by their 
neighbour to the south and se- 
vere inequalities inthe wealth 
of these regions. In order to 
prevent he weaker egions 
from becoming states of the 
Union, the stronger egions 
agreed to share their wealth 
with their weaker counterparts. 
I I I  years. As nations go, 
Canada is still a pup. But there 
arc serious igns of decay nod 
indications that Canada, while 
she may live to be 112 or 113, 
may not last much longer. 
In the beginning - and this 
may be hard to believe - it was 
not necessary to use July 1st 
as a propaganda tool, a time 
for slick advertising agencies 
to sell us Confederation like 
another brand of tooth paste 
or bubbly soft drink. Domin- 
ion Day was just a welcome 
opportunity to enjoy a sum- 
mcr's day off work and feel 
peaceful. 
Unfortunately, although 
Canadians have, until recently, 
taken Confederation for grant. 
cd, forces were building up 
which would threaten the unity, 
In pnrtlcttlar, we failed to deal 
with the Iwo issues thai crest. 
ed Confederation in Ihe first 
place. Today, there is more re. 
gional disparity' than ever and 
Canada has never been more 
dependent on the United 
States, 
After II ! years, the poorest 
Canadian region - Atlantic 
Canada - is farther behind the 
wealthiest region - Alberta - 
than our forefathers dreamed 
possible. Meanwhile, our poll. 
ticians are leading the country 
towards a free trade agree- 
ment with the United States -
a'move that would doom Ca- 
nada to a future basod on the 
sale of non-renewable r - 
sources. 
I ! i years ago, Sir John A. 
Macdonald esigned what he 
believed In he the logical Na- 
ttonsl Policy. Today, we still 
follow Macdonald's grand de- 
sign of tariff barriers, cheap 
resources and a centralized 
producing region supported 
by subsidized transportallon 
of goods to the outlying re- 
glens. But the Notional Policy 
has not worked; not even the 
industrialized core of the ceun- 
try Is strong today as a result 
of fierce competitive pressures 
from the Third World. 
Simply stated, Confedera- 
tion has been a sorry failure. 
Which is not to say that Con- 
federation Is a bad idea - only 
that the implementation of the 
concept has not been up to 
scratch, We now face only two 
possibilities: either Confedera- 
tion is restructured to live up 
to its original goals (which 
means that all regions must be 
allowed to develop their own 
innovative industries) or else 
the union will dissolve. 
All the puerile Bond.cheer 
advertising jingles in the world 
won't overcome the fact that 
Confederation has not been 
good for a great many Cans. 
dims. Ottawa owes us all s re- 
structured Confederation ruth 
er than hoping that a salura- 
tton udverlldng campaign will 
obscure the flaws. 
Oh yes, Happy birthday, 
Canada. 
l "Think small" ls an editorlal I 
message from the Canadian 
Federation of Independent 
Business 
In Geneva, the rich industrialized nations of the world have 
been discussing one of the great issues of our time-how to 
ease the debt burdens of some of the poorest countries on 
earth. One of the awkward features about he indebtedness 
of these developing countries i the frequent confusion about 
the size of the amount owed, and what kind of debt has been 
contracted by which countries. 
Although this is somewhat of an oversimplification, it is 
fair to nay that according to the United Nations and the World 
Bank, the debts owed by all developing countries to the rich 
world will surpass the staggering figure of $300 billion some 
time next year. Statistics indicate that the debt burden has 
been growing by more than ~.5 percent annually in recent 
years. The outstanding official debt of the 29 poorest and 
least developed countries was less than $7 billion in 1975-but 
brought interest and capital payments ofabout $500 million. 
Yet the $500 million was the equivalmt of a whole month's 
imparts for the poorest 29. 
Now where is some hope of relief at last. Canada, Swit- 
z~-land, the Netherlands and Sweden have led the way by 
writing off some of the outstanding loans to the poorest 
nations. West Germany is ready to convert some ff its Third 
World loans into gifts. Britain is seriously considering 
forgiving much of its official debt to the very poor nations, 
Although commercial hankers tend to have nightmares 
about he more than $50 billion they have lent to the less 
developed countries between 1973 and 1976, they can really 
sleep soundly. It is unlikely that even the poorest countries 
will allow themselves to be led down the slippery slope to 
• mass caneellationofdebtaunddefault, This would hardly be 
in their interest. 
But the fact is that if the richer governments can sso their 
way clear to help the economies of the very poorest by 
writing off the official debts, they will be on the way to 
recovery. The explosion in the poor world debt stems from 
the $10 billion increase in the annual oil bill the poor nations 
have had to meet during the past four years, Canada nd a 
few other affluent nations have shown the way. It is new up 
to tho United States, Japan, West Germany mid other well-to- 
do countries tofellow suit and to join a global effort to ease 
the burdens of the poor. 
The Modern Miner 
The contribution of people open.pit mining, as weU as 
to the growth of the mining those employed in the 
industry is highlighted in a concentrators, smelters and 
newly published 24.pagt refineries of Canada's $8.8 
booklet entitled The Moderu billion mining industry, 
Miner. A sample copy is The Modern Miner also 
available for viewing at the outlines how miners are 
Terrace HERALD office, trained, the work safety 
By describing the programs that are in effect, 
Canadian miner's work and the measures that are being 
way of life, the booklet un- taken to p$otect the health of 
derlines the importance of workers, and the wide 
human resources to variety of public services 
Canada's national mining and recreational facilities 
industry, available in modern, well- 
The four-colour planned mining corn- 
publication in English and mtmities, 
French, was prepared and Copies of the Modern 
published by the Mining Miner, in English and 
Association of Canada. French are available from 
It describes in non- the Mining Association of 
technical terms the work Canada, the national 
methods and living con. organization f the industry, 
ditions of miners who work whose members account for 
underground and of these more than 95 percent of the 
who extract ore in surface or uutvut of metals 
~ " ~" .~ ,., . ,~ ,~, , ,  : 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor: North Coast Division, 
B. C. Hydro and Power 
Geothermal Power Authority. 
• .Congratu la t lons  on a 
thought provoking editorial 
in 2gth June issue of the 
Herald. 
., B,C. is blessed with many 
options to meet the onergy 
needs of Its. citizens. In- 
formed citizens can help to 
mould oplulons and political 
decision to make the best 
choices to meet the many 
goals of sodety.. The options 
include thermal power using 
coal, gas and wood waste 
• and gas thermal as well as 
our old standby Hydro- 
electric power. 
., Geothermal power has not 
yet become the lowest cost 
option economically nor is It 
without env i ronmenta l  
consequences. As well as the 
on-going study of Hydro. 
electric sites including the 
Stlkine-lskut-Ltard Rivers 
(See 30 June Herald), B.C. 
Hydro is studying 
geothermal possibilities. 
The present preliminary 
Investigation of the geology 
and other tochnlcal con- 
sideratlons of known sites 
suggests that the Meager 
Creek area has the most 
probability f~r success. 
. . I f  the concept is proven 
suc'eessful in B.C, then we 
can have higher hopes of 
subsequent developments 
will take place In the Nor- 
thwest. 
Yours sincerely, 
E. T. DaviS, 
Regional Manager, 
Editor's Reply 
Thank you very much for 
your informative r sponse to 
our editorial of June 29. 
Several of our readers have 
enquired if anything is being 
seriously attempted to 
convert waste wood in the 
Northwest into methanol for 
fnel. Is B.C. Hydro Involved 
in ouch research, and if so, 
hew good are the prospsot~? 
.,As to geothermal power. 
which relatively poor 
Iceland has found to be 
economic-even in the days of 
cheap electricity and oil. 
when can we expect definite 
word on the studies B,C, 
Hydro is carrying out in our 
part of the provence7 
.,The way it has been ex. 
plained to us, geothermal 
power generation is 
relatively simple: Once a 
"hot rock" source of sub 
flclent duration Is located, 
water Is directed onto the 
rock through piping, and the 
steam generated by the 
water contacting the hot 
rock is conducted through 
ether pipes to drive a steam 
powered generating station, 
.,The DALLY HERALD will 
be more than happy to 
publish • any simplified 
reports of studies actually 
being conducted in British 
Columbia, for even 
elsewhere} by B.C. Ilydro. 
Particularly, through, a~ 
they could apply to the 
Pacific Northwest. 
our walls. We watch the 
prices of fuel for our cars, 
gas and oil and electricity for 
our homes soaring. Each 
time this happens we are told 
how lucky we are. compared 
toother egions of Canada. 
and the poorer countries. 
• .Can you give us any simple 
explanation ofhow we stand, 
in Terrace and Kitimat, 
insofar as a date and cost.of 
alternate sources of energy? 
A tall order, maybe but 
certainly long overdue. 
.,For years now, the public -
I 'm sure you will agree - has 
been fed conflicting rumours 
- in the form of pseudo -
" information" as to the 
status of the various forms of 
alternate nergy and their 
nearness to production and 
appearance on the market. 
.,Todate, the public is more 
confused than ever - and 
except for a le~v ex- 
perimental enlar.power kits 
and fanciful illustrations in 
"Sc ience"  magazines 
nothing has changed on the Mr. Ernest ~enior, 
home front. Managing Editor, 
.,Instead, we are urged to Terrace-K l t imat  Daily 
insulate our houses with Herald, 
thicker blankets of rock wool 3Z13 Kalum Street, 
and pu~ • into Terrace, B.C. 
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Four bang.gliders from Terrace and Kitimat and one 
from Kaslo flew from Paine Mountain in Stewart this 
weekend as part of Stewart's July 1st weekend. 
celebrations. The gliders were the first to make the flight 
from near the peak of the mmmtsin, about e,0o0 feet above 
sea level on the highest vertical face in North America. 
The five first took off about 4,200 feet off the mountain on 
Saturday, and wtre able to reach the top via helicopter 
Sunday when the sky cleared. The gliders were Dave 
Toop and Them Drash, of Terrace, Roy Thompson of 
Kithnat, Randy Curtain, formerly of Kitimat, and Ken 
Van Koughnett of Keels. Pictured is Dave Toop. 
Golfing zone champs 
Jim Neale of Terrace will 
be heading for Victoria this 
month when the B.C. 
Amateur Golf Tournament 
will be held at Uplands Golf 
Course bet ween'~'~ly" :ib a ed 
• Heals was the winne in 
+the Men's Zone 9 chain: 
pionship layed in Smithers 
last week, and automatically 
is entered in the provindals 
along with runner-up Larry 
l~acLtse from Hirnch Creek. 
Bill Stephens and Layne 
Young wLll be playing in the 
B.C. Junior (8 & under In addition, Colin Bmint- 
handicap) July 25 - 28. This jes of Smithers will be ca- 
will be held at the Seymour tered in the B.C. Junior 
Golf Club in North Van- Championship for the 9 - 18 
couver. / ~' -:: ~: ~'-Hdep,. This*36 hole event wil l  
' ,  ...... I~'play~d~ln. Richmond." On 
All four golfers will be Aug. 21 he will play Green 
invited to play in the Acres and on Aug 22 the flnal 
B.C.G.A. Men'& Junior round will be. played at 
Invitational July 29 & 30. 
This event is played at two 
courses. On July 25 the first 
18 hole is played at Squamlsh 
Valley and on July 30 the 
final 18 holes will he played 
at quilchena. 
Qullehena. 
Following are the results 
from the zone cham- 
pionships: 
SMITHERS GOLF CLUB, - 
June 17 & aS. 
36 Holes Medal Play 
Guidry heads 
AL All-stars 
-NEW 'YO~iK (AP) - un. 
beaten Ron Guidry of New 
York Yankees heads a list of 
seven pitchers named 
Monday by manager Billy 
Martin to compete for the 
American League in 
baseball's all-star game at 
San Diego on July 11. 
Martin, manager of the 
World Series champion 
Yankees, said he will add an 
dghth pitcher to the team 
later this week, 
Ouldry, a slender left 
bander with a blazing 
with a 238, ERA and 
Flanagan v/ith a 3.30 mark. 
IN SIXTH GAME 
It will be the ~xth all-star 
Game for Palmer, mainstay 
of theBalUmore staff with a 
10-6 record unda 3.31 ERA. 
• Keet',gh, son of former 
Boston Bed Sox outfielder 
Marry Keongh, celebrated 
his 23rd birthday Monday. 
He has a 5-4 record with a 
2.06 ERA in his first full 
season in the majors. 
Gessage has only a 4-7 
record, Izit he has compiled 
M~s Zone g Championship 
Winner - Jim Neale 
(Skeeaa Valley) • 152 
Runner-Up - Larry Mac 
Lose (Hirseh Creek) - 153 
Third - John Stephens 
(Smithers) - 154 
Fourth - Dan Rosengren 
(Sk~ma Valley) • 155 
Junior Boys Zone 9 Clmm- 
pionship 
Winner -Bill Stephens 
(Smithers) - 152 
Runner-Up - Layne Young 
(Prince Rupert) - 159 
Third - Colin Bruintjes 
(Smithers) - 160 
Fourth Rob Martin 
(Prince Rupert) - Tie) 
Brian Kaardai (Prince 
Rupert) -
Inter Club Championship - 8 
man teams, best ball 
MK BayMarina 
FishingReport 
by Don Pearson, Custom Sports 
Low tide this morning was at 8 a.m. at 2.5 feet. 
High tide is at 2:15 p.m. at 13 feet. 
Douglas Channel fishing over the past week 
was very good with good weather. I spent a week 
fishing and caught a good number of Spring and 
' ~ " • . ~ | .  *~ 
~,. _. ~ s.ti~" producing Salmon and this 
weekend a35 pot/mi Spring came in from Bishop 
Bay. A school of C,0ho was seen finning off Costa 
Island yesterday. 
The fish hot spots~are Ashton Point, Sue 
Channel and Jessey Falls. 
• A large pod of killer whales went out to sea 
past Amy Point the other day and this may bring 
an end to our whole problem. 
Although the nightingale is known as a brilliant singer, 
its plumage is drab. with rusty brown and gray feathers. 
Al l the  : 
HO ND S 
a ehe . 
Test a Bonda toda  at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy. 16 Wast 
Terrace, B.C. WG 11,8 
4~4$71or 635.4325 
]H[o]~r]D~Jk Dealer Licence Number 020~A 
--'--, ahnsan 
,: ~ ~,~ 
..... ,. .,.~,~ • :.~, :%~,~':-,~ 
Johnson outboard motors  
have a long history of quality 
and innovation. This tradition 
is carried into our current line 
of modelsstarting with the 
diminutive 2 HP and ranging 
upward thru 23 models to the 
amazing 235 HP. 
When you add 
product research, pre- 
cision manufacturing, 
tradhional quality 
control plus pedor- 
mance testing . . . .  " 
you simply cannot 
buy a better motor. 
,~ohnsun 235 
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Oven Roasts 
,-.,u..,ns2 3 9 
Grade Ib • 
6round Beef 
19 Regular Quality Ib, • 




,19 fi. oz, Tin 
S9 c 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
consecutive victories Sunday tied for the league lead in 2, Terrace - 599 
wben he beat Detroit Tigers saves with 12. K~n is 6"S 3. Smithers - 609 PJIOR. ~'63~4 ~ D.Ior lip. 01249A New 
8-2 to raisehis record to 13-0. with seven saves and a 3.64 4. Prince Rupert. 625 
HelathreeshortofthemaJor ERA. 5, Houston - 658 
league record for con- 
eeeuUve vlcturles, whlc~ is : * * *  * * * *  * C 
Dave McNally. 
• o Org tJon  s I:o al Clubs or aniza or ,.0. Grown. i ,  
bLleagueinetor appearance f°rGul "dl"Y' 41 ;O lywi thseasOn.h isa  1.78sec°n Heearned-runleaonmaJOrw~ i : s imp lyLooa[  N OUS * No. 1 Grade i~/t r~  ~ ! 
aveeageandlS3st~utsintS4inninp. ~ " B C Cherr, es[ Joining Guidry on the * ~ . 
sq~d will be Jim Palmer ~ • 
and Mike Flnnagan of i 
Baltimore Orioles, F rank  i i 
~-otceluon~e/=gels "~__ : favourde." R~ ' mdMattKcoughofOaidsnd or Ca# us we will be happy to print your story. Ms, all starters, and rdlef 
pitchers Rich Gouage of the AMiO C 
Yankees and Jim Kern of r~"  Always a 
=.el.nd I.ia- N F FUNCI ' iO id  
The Isevon pitchers have a ' ~b4 Orchard Run lb. ~J' 
combined record of 60-30 anu TriMs DA~:  a 3,$3 ERA. [ [  
Besides Guldry, it will also " " 
be thefirstall-star Game for ~ P~|NI r~ Oi  I | [~[~S1[ .  ,o ~ . . . .  
Flanagan and Kesugh. Prioes Effective 
- - .  appeared In the : ! W - -  **~ - r-r" July 6th ,o 3thQuantities 10'/5 p ine  for the American ' league as a member of 
ChieagoWhiteSoxandinthe PigTg S I n ,  mi  N 11110 Y4HII- I  Nol - ' I  In Terraoe Safewav Store 
lS~/ game for the National ~ Sales in Retail only, League as e member of Pltisin=gh P | ra tee .  Terraoe/Kdimat D ily Herald Terraoe 635.6367 or 
O.d~, Te--na a" ~ 3;(2 ;m; r .~  * ' * * *  Kitlmat 832-274"/~ 
F laMpn are left-handers, 
the others right-handers " * * *  . 
have 11-5 records, Tanana 
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" " 's l l - l . th  Fret in the Sun ma=rkS Kitimat's 25th and t~anaoa 
~, " : , ' ,~ .  , 
~,~k . _ . .~ . '~ .  • ... . ,~... k~ 
, .  % 
Birthday festivities, Two Halsla Indians, above, dance In their brightly colored costumes A canoe race, above, was held on Saturday, July 1st at 
Kitamoat Village during Canada Day and KiUmat's 25th 
• , ~.,~ 
~'? . *  
ii 
/ ~ i ~ 
~ !ii !i!~iil I 
The procession o.f Hakim indians,, above, In ~eeh' n.a.tl.ve cos_tumes,_mirkthe b gIn.nlng 
ceremonies for meir new reereuu~ center, The KiUmut supy  x;tun, right top, snow 
their best during the Kltimat parade on SatUrday, Juny 1st. Members of the VIP Chow 
MeIn Eating Contest, right bottom, are s~n stuffing their feces at the Kltlmat arm on 
Saturday, July ist. 
Sunday at I(itimaat 
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Haselton (above) played Victoria on Friday, June 30 at Kitamant Village daring the All 
Native Soccer Provincial Piayoffs. 
Duncan vs. Kltamaat (above and left) at one of the soccer games held at Kltmnat 
Village. Kitamuat wen with a one point lead. The flnalscore was Z-I. 
The Victofla Thunderbirds (above) won the All Native 
Soccer Championship against the Port Edward Blues on 
Sunday, July 2nd. The score was 1-0. 
Victoria (above and right) are playing against the Ilaselton team on Friday, Jnae 30 at 
Kltamaat Village. 
Yaz's 2800th hit leads BoSox 
to win over Yankees  
A~OCIATED t~RESS 
Carl Ymtrz~ski  keyed a 
Bcaton Imrrqe of extra-bMe 
.hits with a double and a pa ,air 
of singles Monday night, 
powering the Red Sox to .a 
victory over New Yora 
Yankees  in American 
Leqp/e base b~l,. play. . 
Yastrzemskl s run-soonns 
double in the third inning 
was the 3,800th hit of .h~ 
career; He and Carlton Fi~., 
who added a double and a 
single, had three RBI each in 
Boston's attack on three 
pitchers. 
The Red Sox' 12 hits in- 
eluded seven doubles, two bY 
OeorBe Scott, and a triple by 
Jim Rice. 
Dennis Eckersley, 9-2, 
settled down after a shaky 
start to defeat he Yankees 
for a third consecutive llme. 
Elsewhere in the 
American League, Larvnil 
' "~laaks hit a solo homer and 
a two-run single, both in 
Cleveland's s ixrun third 
inning, to back.M..~e Pax: 
t~ 's  six-hit pt~mung ann 
lead the Indians to a 9-0 win 
over Baltimore Orioles, 
Chris Knapp and Dave La- 
Roche combined on a nine- 
hitter and California Angels 
rode a three-ron fourth in- 
ning to a 7-4 decision over 
Kansas City, the Royak' 
seventh less in night games. 
Roy Smalley capped a 
fourrun sixth Inning with a 
two-run homer and rookie 
Roger Erickson won his 
ninth game of the year as 
Minnesota Twins beat 
Milwaukee Brewers 7-2. 
Jorge Orta's two-run 
homer, following a solo shot 
by Chet Lemon in the ninth 
inning, carried Chicago 
White Sox to a 7-6 decision 
over Texas Rangers. 
LOU Whitaker's two-run 
single in the bottom of the 
ninth inning lifted Detroit 
Tigers to a 6-5 triumph over 
Toronto Blue Jays. 
CINCINNATI WINS 
In the National Lenguel 
Junior Kennedy singled with 
two out in the fith Inning to 
score pinch-runner Rick 
Auerbach and give Cin- 
dnnati Reds an 8-7 victory 
over Houston Aalres. 
Pitcher Dave Roberts 
clouted his sixth career 
home run and hurled six.hit 
ball through five innings as 
Chicago Cubs defeated St. 
Louis Cardinals 6-2. 
Hal Dues and Steve 
Rogers, making a rare relief 
appca.-ance, stopped Pitt- 
sburah on four hits and Dave 
Cash and Ellis Valentine 
onch knocked in a run to give 
.o 
Montreal Expos a 2-0 victory 
ovec the Pirates, 
A game between 
Philadelphia Phillies and 
New York Mets was post- 
poned because of rain. 
• Rowland Office keyed a 
fourrun sixth inning with a 
thresrun homer as Atlanta 
Braves defeated Los Angeles 
4-2, dropping the Dodgers 
back to third place in the 
National. League West 
Division. 
Members from the teams of Duncan and Kitamnat 
(above) are seen chasing the soccer boll during the game 
held on Saturday, July 1st. 
• ¢,m 
The final soccer game of the AH Native Provincial Pisyoffs between Port Edward end 
Victoria is pictured above. Victoria took the title. 
Sunbelt vs Duncan (above) daring one of the many games held during the All Native 
ProvineJsd Piayoffs. 
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4dr., designers accent paint, air conditioning \ 
radio, tape player, tilt wheel, 305, auto 
~ 0 
 .s7672,, / 
i i i 
~ LARRY SHERMAN'S 
DEMO .,,,8.:!,bu 
2dr. coupe air conditioning, 305, auto, radio, tape player, Foxy 
$./377s i 
1978 Oldsmobile Delta 88 
4dr., "Diesel" Designers accent paint, fill wheel, 







1978 Grande Lemans 
2dr. Landau Coupe 
306, auto, tilt wheel, radio, tape player, vinyl roof 
216 '7 
GORD 
ELLIOT'S .~o 1978 
Chevrolet 
:/,Ton 306, auto, radio, 
8164 o, 
O 
1978 Ohevrolet ½ T F~.U, 
"Diesel" Sooitsdale package. Auto, radio, YOUR 





TRADE IN ALLOWANCES WILL BE 
BASED ON CURRENT WHOLESALE 




1 9 7 8  TRELENBERG'SDEMO 
Pontiac Catalina 
2dr. H.T., 305, auto, radio, 
special designers accent paint 
6914 l° 
• o •  1978 Century 2dr. Coupe V61 "Turbo", auto, radio, tape player, Landau, 




1978 Jimmy 4x4 High Sierra 
400, auto, high hack buckets, steel spoke wheels, wide tiros, 
radio, lots of goodies 
1978 Buick Century Station Wagon 
Wood grain siding, tilt wheel, cruise control, 30S auto, very elaborate 
LEO ~j r JUNE 
DEJONG'S MC EWAN'S 
DEMO OEMO 
0110 
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. . . . .  " ' "  . . . . .  HI  M e ph F S.A .  won ' t  . . . .  • ., • • • • m k be bul l ied .. . . . . . . . .  o ocaust  in  m 1S,, ] re  en  on  s t r l  e 
• ' " ' :: " " . . . . . . .  " MEMPHIS ,  Tenn,  (AP) - -  hear ing  wi th  un ion of f ic ia ls  Meanwhi le ,  res idents  of Chand ler  dec la red  Sunday  Saturda  and  7 a m Sunda . 
f ~ . ' ~ ~ ~ 7 =  ' ] [~ . . . . . . .  Officlals plan to seek a back- present, thestate'slargesteltyawoke m~rning. Retail businesses mcstofYhemat'al~and0n~J 
JOHANNESBURG ' ........ * ~'= ' : ~ ~ , : ~ . V  ' . . . .  . , strike by firefighters, whom porary restraining orde~ Guards patrolling the transportation of alcoholic to slacken Sunday when 64 
(Reuter) - -  President " : : ' '  ~ :~:~i  . . . . . . .  rework court order to halt a Hoffmann grahted a tern- today to find 800 National wee ordered closed and buildings The pace seemed 
NicolaasDiederlchs accused , . : . . , ,~ ,~. ,  • • • . . . . . .  
the Westtoday ofattempting ~ : ~ / / ~ ; ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~  ,~' ,,~.*,  , • . , . , , aMat~d ofWsY:tih C ~ :  ~lurd:oYmTat bar r~_~e sty?orS ~ . . . . . . . . .  .beverages was pr.ohihited fires were reported between 
to buy the friendship of the ~ ~  ~ I ' '  ' . . . . .  ' ' "  ~'~ o=en¢ ann mass neguar~sweremonmzm during mecurtew, unanmer 7 a,m and midnight Nor- 
ot mazes and turning this picketing and from blocking just hours after the also banned all "gasoline really,' Memphis averages Third World by offering 
South Africa s head on a , . . . .  , .. . about etght hre calls on a ~ : ~ \ ~ ,  . . . .  , . . . . .  city of 800,000 into a entrances and exits to fire flroflghters went on strike, sales e~cept for cars . . 
holooaus.t: . . stations, leaving the ctty s fire Officials recorded 225 fire . . . .  
platter, • . . . . . . .  ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~ "We dtun:t cream they The mayor said seven protection i  the hands of175 calls between 7 am Saturday mght, offtemis 
Opening an economic were going to nm.n me city hours of taiks Sunday dld not supervisory personnel and . . . . . .  
conference here, Diederichs said: "We will not allow ~. ,  , gown," Chana~er said bring the two sides any non-striking firemen. Also _ 
~. ~. ,  Sunday night, closer. All but 175 members helping were sailors and / I  I / ~ l l m m ~ l  ~. ,~mms~ - -  i ~  
by the powerful among the ~ ,..,,, City lawyers were of the 1,400-member Local marines from Mlllington i i~ml ,~[ [ [~[~1~l~V~~[~r  
• ~ ~,:,! scheduled to go to chancery 1784 of the International Naval Air Station, Forestry ~ l~J [  P J I [~  ~' ~f f  [ [  ] [ [ l~] J~ l~ 
nations who wisll to in- • )i!~ r~rtalntO~lsYordt~ tocb~m..a Ass.ocmtton of Firelighters ~rv iceerews and ordinary ~ l m W m l = ~  [ ]  V U l ~ i m a  
timidate us by their :~,,~ w m8 ero  gel me wame~ out SaturDay m a cmzens. I l l l l i ~ l  / l l l , d ~  
firefighters hack to work. wage dispute. The union No serious injuries or [ l~Mm[~[[ ' ]~  T ~ I ~ I ~ ;  
economic and military ~: oTrh~citYshedsoughtasim.llar wants.the d!spute arbitrated deaths were reported in the i ~ l la l~ l l~ ' t~ n l t b l l m ~ W  strength. 
"We will not allow our- er aturaay out unan- ny a teneraJ mediator or an tires. 
selves to be bullied. But we ~ ce!lor Rober t  Hoffmann impartial committee. Two striking firemen were i ~ k  [ ]  ~ I i N  I I  
rejecteo toe request, saying GUARDS PATROL arrested and charged with • I [  ! Ii l i ra ~!  l l J IM I  
believeWlll do iswhatrightWeand°Urselvesjust for he felt there should ben  STREETS arson Saturday night. I V b l B ~ I I ~ R I  M 
all those living in this The city continued under a 
ooant ry ,  t ,  
He said that in the power 
struggle between East and 
West, it sometimes eems 
that the West, "whom we 
have always regarded as a 
friend, was becoming South 
Africa's biggest opponent." 
Public Health Inspector, Russ Seltonrleh, is a recent 
arrival ea the staff of the Skeena Health Unit. Russ 
replaces Health Inspector Bob Smith. Married° with a 
fourteen month old son, Russ Is carrently statimed at 
PrineeRnpert. He was in Terrace this week to Inmilarlze 
ldmself with the Ioeel area.' Russ  ha  plans for a Publ ic  
Health column to be carded in the DAB)' HERALD, 
beginning next week. 
Caged cats shot by h mters 
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - -  Well- 
/heeled hunters after big cats 
at little or no risk to them- 
selves have killed about wo 
dozen of them, induding 
lions and tigers, in a hunting 
park on a central Florida 
island, state game and 
conservation officials say. 
In some eases, the animals 
were killed in their cages, 
said Peter  Pritchard, an 
officer of the Florida 
Audubon Society. 
"Most peoplesfound it a 
little inconvenient to chase 
these things all over the 
island," Prltchard said. 
"People actually preferred 
to shoot them before they 
were released." 
The lions, tigers, jaguars, 
• leopards and cougars, many 
of them aging or ailing 
rejects from zoos, were 
taken by boat to thickly 
woed,~d Brahma Island on 
Lake Kissimmes, about 80 
kilometres south of Orlando, 
said Capt. Kyle Hill, su- 
pervisor of wildlife in- 
spections for the Florida 
Game and Fresh Water Fish 
Commission. 
They were then put in con- 
cealed cages equipped with 
mechanical releases, Hill 
said. 
When the hunter--paying 
$1,-600 or more for the 
chance--approached, the 
cage door would open and 
the animal would climb out. 
"That would get the 
hunter's adrenalin running," 
said Hill. 
TAKE FEW CHANCES 
The hunter opened fire at 
dose range, he said. If he 
missed, a guide armed with 
an elephant gun would bring 
the cat down. 
The game commission has 
charged one man, Jamie gird 
of Indian Lake Estates, Fin., 
with illegally bringing some 
U.S .  doz ing ,  Sov ie ts  
g rab  resources  
• MOGADISHU (AP) -- The 
United States is dozing while 
the Soviet Union plots to 
grab Western sources of oil 
of the animals to Florida and 
with illegally selling them. 
The misdemeanor counts are 
punishable by $500 fines, 60 
days in jail, or both. 
Hill said that even though 
some of the animols killed 
are listed as endangered 
species, no charges were 
brought against Cary and 
Layne Lightsey, two 
brothers who operate the 
hunting park. 
Hill said they have not 
been charged because they 
apparently got verbal 
permission from the com- 
mission before opening the 
park. He also said the 
animals may have been in 
captivity when the federal 
Endangered Species Act was 
passed in 1973. Such animals 
are exempt from the law, 
Hill said. 
Layno Lightsey said there 
was nothing improper ahem 
the operation, which has 
been dosed until the game 
commission finishes its 
investigation. 
He emphazised that the 
animals were old or infirm, 
"animals that can't he used 
for anything else." 
• "It's not like we were out 
to wipe out a species," he 
SEEKS. U.S WEAPONS .~.said, adding that the killing 
we swlft and humane. " I 'm 
The president said he has human, too. I don't like to see 
given written assurances to . . . .  ,t.= . . . . .  , . .  ,, 
- - - -andrawlnater ia l s - in  Africa--Washington--which--- 
promised but not yet smt a 
military mission as a step 
toward supplying arms-- 
that he weapons "will not be 
used against any ceanh'y 
other than for national 
de fence." 
Somalia claims adjacent 
parts of Kenya, Djibouti and 
Ethiopia because they are 
inhabited by ethnic Somalis,, 
Cuban troops and Soviet 
advisers helped the 
Ethiopian army drive the 
Somali army from the 
Ogaden in March. but since 
then the Somali tribesmen i
the Ogaden have been 
fighting a guerrilla war, and 
the Ethiopian air force has 
been attacking towns in 
northwest Somalia. 
Siad Burro said he believes 
the Russians are "pursuing 
their strategic intereeta to 
take over Africa" and "to 
take over one way or another 
the (Persian) Gulf states 
with their petroleum 
energy." 
and the Middle East, 
Somalia's leader says. 
President Mohamed Siad 
Barre, in an interview 
Sunday with The Associated 
Press, said the Russians and 
their allies are 
"neutralizing" the U.S. gov- 
ermnent, "making it sleep." 
Sisd Barre, who "expelled 
Russian military advisers 
last November and broke 
diplpmatic relations witl 
Cuba after Moscow hacked 
Ethiopia in the Ethiopian. 
Somali war in the Ogaden 
sector of Ethiopia, said he 
will "certainly not" invite 
the Russians back to his 
seacoast country 
overlooking the oil-shipping 
route to Europe. 
But he said unless he gets 
the $15 million worth of U,S. 
arms he has requested, there 
are "great possibilities" that 
"young officers, in- 
tellectuals who say why are 
we alone," might depose him 
and re-establish t e alliance 
with Moscow. 
Tough protection 
for the stepped-on 
Protection Plus for 
old and new wood or 
concrete sundecks, 
patios and porches, 
stairs and walkways. 
Rejuvenate that old crocked 
peeling sundeck, patio or 
porchl Keep a new one from 
growing oldl It's a snap with 
Protection Plus. 
"Protection Plus" is o re- 
volutionary tooting product 
for u~e wherever you need a 
n0n.slip, weother resistant 
surface thor's tough enough 
to resist the heaviest wear 
and tear. 
"Protection Plus" is simple to 
use ~ just brush it or roll it on. 
Clean up with water. 
Outstanding adhesive qual- 
itles bond it to most surfaces 
and its unique elastic and 
breathing properties gready 
reduce the risk at crack no, 
peeling and blistering. 
Available in a choice of 0t- 
tractive colows el your local 





AI & MaD Building Supplies 
and 
Terraoe Building Supplies 
 ubor 





236 i) ITY GTR. SUN. 632-3636 
m 
beef & bottle 
presents 
_The_Cal_ s e 
& 
DANCING 
Reservations at the Tudor up until 5 p.m. 
WEB.-SUN. 
6 a,m,-1 a,m, 
145 Oity 0tr. 
Car Tips By Totem Ford 
Automotive Service 
Engineers Outline Home 
Car Safety Inspection 
A 15-minute inspection of 
your car is a small price to pay 
where the safety of loved ones 
is concerned. 
According to Ford of Canada 
service engineers, that's all the 
time it takes to complete a 15- 
step check-up the company 
recommends to drivers before 
starting out on a family trip. 
The check list includes the 
following: 
ikak¢s - -  Make certain the 
pedal is firm and cannot be 
pressed close to the floor. From 
a speed of about 40 kilomotres, 
apply firm, steady pressure to 
the brake pedal. Your car 
should slow down in relation to 
applied brake pressure and stop 
completely if brake is not re- 
leased. The pedal should remain 
firm. 
To test the parking brake, 
hold down regular brake while 
applying parking brake. (If you 
don't engage regular brake, 
parking brake effectiveness is 
reduced.) Release regular brake. 
Place the car in gear and depress 
the accelerator slightly. Your 
car should not move, 
Steering - - In a large parking 
lot drive your car at a steady 
15-25 kph in a tight circle and 
take your hands off the steering 
wheel. Test Jn opposite direc- 
tion. If steering wheel does not 
return quickly to near centre 
check for underinflated tires or 
need for front-end lubrication. 
Other possible causes are front- 
end alignment, steering-column 
alignment or steering-gear ad- 
justment. Any suspected steer- 
ing irregularities hould be 
i 
checked by a skilled technician. 
Any noises, hard steering or 
momentary lack of assistwith 
power steering systems also 
should be checked by a skilled 
technician. 
Shock Absorbers ~ Push 
down on each fender in turn. 
Your car should return to nor-. 
mal level quickly, bobbing once 
or twice. Worn or broken shock 
absorbers can adversely affect 
your steering control. 
Tires - -  Flat spots on the tire 
tread or vibration while driving 
may indicate that wheels are 
out-of-balance. Excessive wear 
on one side of a tire means 
front-end alignment may be 
needed. Check that each tire's 
"cold" pressure (after the car 
has been parked at least one 
hour) meets the specifications 
on the manufacturer's decal on 
the car. Wear on centre treads 
can be caused by over-inflation; 
conversely, wear on outer treads 
can be caused by under-infla- 
tion. Examine ach tire for cuts 
or imbedded objects. 
Lights - -  Pull headlight 
switch to first stop. The follow- 
ing lights should be on: instru- 
ment panel, parking, front and 
rear side markers, taillights, and 
license plate light. These lights 
should remain on when the 
switch is pulled completely out 
to turn on the headlights. Make 
certain headlight high beams 
operate properly, 
• Turn signals: With the igni- 
tion on, the following lights 
should flash when the turn 
sig.sl lever is moved up or 
down: Front directional, in. 
stmment panel turn indicator 
and rear directional lights, 
• Rear lights: With the ignition 
on and a second person to 
assist, place the transmission 
selector in reverse and make 
certain the back-up lights are 
on. Step on the brake pedal 
to be sure that all brake lights 
go on. 
• Hazard flasher: Pull out 
hazard switch and see if all 
four directional lights flash. 
Hem k Test it. When needed, 
your horn can help you avoid 
an accident. 
Lcclm - -  Make certain that 
all doors close easily, latches 
catch to keep doors closed and 
that locks work (lubricate if 
necessary). You don't want to 
discover a door latch problem 
offer your trip is under way. 
Seat Bells - -  Examine belts 
for cuts or unusual wear and be 
sure latches open and close 
easily and stay secure when 
closed. 
Visibility - -  Inspect all car 
windows for cracks that might 
possibly spread and obscure 
vision during driving. 
All mirrors hould be securely 
fastened in place and properly 
positioned. 
Fluid Leveb - -  Check to see 
that engine oil, automatic trans- 
mission oil, radiator coolant 
and w:~dshield washer fluid are 
at preset ~bed levels. 
With the engine running, test 
operation of the windshield 
wipers and washers. 
As a final Precaution, check 
your emergency equipment such 
as spare tire and jack, road 
flares and first aid kit. 




state of emergency and a 10 TREES_A GROWING CONCERN ).m.-to-6 a.m. curfew that 
(Rn LUE GlUE 90U 
RLL THE (omFORTS 
OF HOME... 
NOW you can go anywhere and still have those f~/ -~~ 
comforts of home• Take your vacation this year j~ 
in one of our fabulous recreational vehicles. ~ '~. .  ]~ " 
Its the only way to gel • /'~yA. ~_._~ 
1976-ASPENSE 
Station Wagon. Auto Trans. 6 cyl., power windows 
1'1977 t)BUGAR XR7 
vg, P.S., P.B., Air, Stereo, Cruise 
$4995 
S689§ 
1977 TOYOTA CELli)A 
Liftback G.T. 5 Sp. with Stereo in excellent cond. $6896 
1976 BRONCO 4x4 
V8, Auto, P.S., P.B. $6996 
1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAIRE 
2 Door, V0 Auto. Trans. $6495 
1973 GHO VAN 
V8 Auto. Trans. Carpeted Inside S2695 
1976 i)HEVELLE UBUNA S3 $6395 
V8, auto trans, bucket seats, etc. 
LEASEPLAN 
Investigate theadvantagesof this Rent-to.own plan. First and Last Months rent Lets 
you drive away, (On approved credit) 
EXAMPLES 
BASED ON 36 MONTH LEASE 
78 FAIRMONT SEDAN ] 7g ECONOLINE VAN [ 78 Ft00 PICKUP 
$125 per month | I $145per month 
Totalling $4572 J Totalling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE i LEASE ENDPRICE 
$1H0 $2150 
or simply return or simply return 
lg GRANADA SEDAN 
$145 per month 
Total ling $5220 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2150 
or simply return 
78 PINTO 
$110 per month 
Totalling $3960 
LEASE END PRICE 
$1600 
or simply return 
$156 per month 
Totalling $5616 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2160 
J or simply return 
I 78 FIESTA 
J $123 per month 
Totalling $4392 
LEASE END PRICE 
[ $1760 
J or simply return 
I 78ZEPHYR WAGON 
i $145 per month 
Totalling $5220 
J LEASE END PRICE 
I S=OS0 
I or simply return 
78 F1504x4 
S176 per month 
Totalling $6336 
LEASE END PRICE 
$2600 
or simply return 
78 F250 PICKUP 
$156per month 
Totalling $5616 
LEASE ENO PRICE 
$21§0 
or simply return 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefere and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the customer the sum paid • 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wi l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spac( 
that the Ilablllfy of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event oe an error 
appearing in the ad--  
verflsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vert iser for only one in- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advert isements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertislng that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition Is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved . . . . . . .  
5ter ,,ng~;~]isne;s Lm. 
Pub l i shedat -Ter race  daily. 






Effective Ol:tober 1, 
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 mth 12.00 
By Mail 6 mth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 





Terrace.Kiflmat & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635-6357 
A very interesting letter was 
received at the District of 
Terrace Parks & Recreation 
Office this week. 
it was written by Konrad 
Ztnsmaier, or West Germany 
who, along with 2 other 
students are very Interested 
in coming to B.C. this sum- 
mer during August and 
September. 
Their plans include a canoe 
trip down the Stlklne River 
beginning at Tuaton Lake in 
the Splatslzi Wil~Jerness 
Park. 
If anybody in this area has 
made this particular trip or 
knows the Stlklne River area 
well, please pass your In- 
formation on to the 
Recreation Office at 639.1174. 
All information gathered 
will be sent to these students 
in West Germany to help 
make their proposed trip as 
safe and enjoyable as 
possible. 
CELEBRATED IN SNOW 
The snow-covered fields of 
Valley Forge were the 
setting for George 
Washington's 46th birthday. 
CLASSIF lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
.nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in- 
sertions Sl.50 per insertion. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking.for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m.and 3 p.m., we will try 
REFUNDS: to make arrangements for 
First insertion charged for plckup. 
whether r~.~ or ~,ot. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Bi r th ,  Engagements ,  
Marriages, Memorials, 
Cards of Thanks, Letters of 
Appreciation - not exceeding 
I0 lines $5.00 per Insertion. 
Each additional line $.50 
Absolutely no reft:nds after The following Neigh- 
ad has aden set. bourhoed Watch Meetings 
have been scheduled. Please 
CORRECTIONS: note specific areas for which 
Must be made before 2nd these meetings are intended. 
Insertion. Meetings wi l l  be held 
Allowance can be made for throughout he summer and 
only one Incorrect ad. householders are en- 
couraged to attend meetings 
BOX NUMBERS: arranged for their respective 
75 cents pick up. areas. 
$1.25 mailed. 
Tuesday, July 4, 1978 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 8:00 p.m. 
Rates available upon Atthe Homeof Mr. and Mrs. 
request. Marchand 
4706 Scott Avenue 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED Terrace, B.C. 
RATE: For 4700 block Scoff and 4700 
22 cents per agate line. block Olson 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
insertion. Wednesday, July 5, 1978 
8:00 p.m. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND AttheHomeofMrs. Barbara 
TRANSIENT AD- Nelson 
VERTISING: 4837 Olson Avenue 
$3.60 per column Inch.. Terrace, B.C. 
For 4800 block Scoff and 4800 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: block Olson 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. Thursday, July 6, 1978 
COMING EVENTS AND 7:30p.m, 
NOTICES: At the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
No charge for Terrace, R. Maddison 
Kitlmat andThornhlll areas. 4824 Hamer Avenue 
Otherwise $3.00 per In- Terrace. B.C. 
sertion. For 4800 block Straume and 
4800 block Hamer 
WEDDING DESCRIP- (iu28-l16) 
TIONS: 
Nochargeforwrlte-up. S5.O0 Do You Feel You Have 
charge for picture A Drinking Problem? 
reproduction. Prepaid. There is help 





Man.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs. or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
DEATH AND FUNERAL 
NOTICES: $6.00 for first 10 




4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
4:00p.m.t. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of SS.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
June 2.8...Last meeting 
before Summer break to be 
held at Watson and Florle 
Bailey's home. All Rebekah, 
Oddfellows and the Spouse 
welcome. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10tll 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13...First meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Visit. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fall 
Bazaar. 
There will be an important 
meeting of the Terrace Child 
minding Association on Wed. 
July 5, 1978 at 8 p.m. in room 
204 Northwest Community 
College. (p5-2) 
SKEENACE'TRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhlll area 
the following services - 
Activity Centre for ban. 
dicrafts 
• Day Care for working 
people 
. Drop-In for companionship 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right.to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635.3164 
Carol at 635-5136 
Janna at 635-4503 
Skeena Health Unit 
321~-2 Eby Street 
~,,T, er ra ca, B.C. 
635-6307 
The~fel~owlng are a few of 
the sdrvices offered locally 
t~y your: Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
-:Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30 -3:30 p.m. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
• Babyslffers who bring 
children must have parents 
written consent for im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00-  4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
& RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public health inspectors 
are now situated In Eby 
Street. They will be' pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4812 Grelg Avenue. 
Hearing ests will be done by 
by referral from family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638-1155. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. *~tdP- : r=~ r'&a= 
i 0~00~O~T L-akelgeHot e l ; - -  "~'." v-M~o'20~ ' ~ -  Uftlce a N • - 
A Heather-Tartan Society Is 
being formed with the In. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as possible. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, .4907 Lazelle Avmml. 
Is your son Interested in 
Scouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
S20.00 per boy. Anyone in- 
terested In helping with 
Scouts please call . 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers e full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop In on Saturdays 
from 11:00- 4:30 p.m. 
Ave. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
AIDTO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205-4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabllifatlon clone by 
consultant. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuegday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-3747 or 635.3023. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con- 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquiries absolutely 
confidential. 





Gomplote Selection of 
1978 MAZDA 
i ~  u i ~  
1974 1973 . qn0 
PU Station Wagon 
With Box Liner 
SMOO ,2/m 
197  P P. SUN 
Low mileage. Very clean. 
=2,200 
..,4Mo.,oo OO i M,, A 
4 Dr. H.T. 2 ape 
'2,9 6 *2,996 
1971 1197, MAZDA.8 
I station W, go. 
'1,260 I 'U00 
1962 WILLYS 









Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
Dr. L. Hays Veterinarian 
formally of Terrace Vet. 
Hospital is now located at 
4801 Highway 16 West next to 
AI & Mac for appointments 
call 635-2040 or 635.2544 (c20- 
17) 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies and 
Greenware, air  brushing 
available - custom firing. 




For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Specialists 




Odd lobs for the Jobless. 





Hourly & Contract 
635-3479 anytime 
(A J12) 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass all 
metals and baflerles. 
L~t  on[o~-- SeaI-CBve 
Opentill 5 p.m. Man. to Sat. 
Phone 624.5639 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 





Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call 
635-2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) 
KILLING I]ANNED 
India banned the killing of 
tigers in 1970. 







All Radial Tires 
,2 oo 
1966 OLDS'S 1972 DATSUN 1966 
PLYMOUTH 
4 Door 2 dr. Auto 4 Dr. 
~L $200 $1,200 '350 
e 
-~ 1979 1973 M~_DA 19, VAL'IANT 
2 ~.  H.T. LCf(P~l~-dg e, 4 Dr. Scamp 
Lik," new. 
$99§ *2,400 '2,29§ 
1970 M~s~OA 1974 DATSUN 1974 MAZDA PU 
- ; - '~ l .~,  PU Wlth 
,~.~.~II'~N Canopy. Low mileage 
Excellent cond. 
=600 *2.qU I '2,295 




Reporting to Board of 
Directors and the General 
Project Manager the suc- 
cessful candidate wi l l  be 
responsible for the 
organization, development, 
educational and promotional 
aspects of a Consumer Co-op. 
Duties wi l l  include 
organization and structuring 
of a Consumer Co-op, con- 
ducting workshops and 
promotional functlons in the 
pr imary and secondary 
market area communtles, 
promoting sales contracts 
with potential customers, 
other duties related to the Co- 
op, public relations. " 
This Is a minimum one year 
position with possibilities of 
working Into another related 
position with the Co-op. 
Qualifications: 
. Organizational experience 
In Co.operaflve ventures 
Good educational 
background 
- Dynamic, with ability to 
relate to and communicate 
with people 
Abil ity to supervise, 
organize and promote 
Forward complete resume, 
stating expected salary to: 
Prelect Manager 
Kitwanga Native Co-op 
Association 
P.O. Box 269 
K i twanga,  Br i t i sh  
Columbia V0J 2A0 
Attn. Kenneth Van Gaalen 
Closing date July 7th, 1978. 
(c3-3) 
Chambermaid. Permanent 
part time. Must be willing to 
work weekends. Phone 635. 
• 7216 (c5-5) 
Full or part.time. Here Is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 . S8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 ,~nytlme (Fuller Brush) 
(ctf) 
Help wanted: Child care 
supervisor qualified in early 
childhood education and-or 
experience In pre.school 
methods of child care. Call 
638.8211 (p5.4) 
1977 Honda 750. Excellent 
shape. Best offer. Phone 
635.5638 (p5-1) 
1972 Norton 750 stored 4 
years $1200 aBe 1938 
Woodsonla side car $50 Call 
635.9052 after S (p3.1) 
Aluminum Canopy to fit 
crewcab fully Insulated with 
roof vent. Phone 635.3032 or 
635-5572 (p10-9) 
Girl guide cookies for sale 
Phone 635.3260 or 635.3294 or 
635.7762 We will deliver. 
(p10-9) 
For Sale: Hay shortage 
order now prime horse hay 
in the field or barn. Call 847- 
3165 (c10.9) 
For Sale: 3 piece Walnut 
Bedroom suite. Very old, 
unique rounded foot board. 
Dressing table with 3 way 
mirror. Armolr Phone 632. 
3358 after 6 to view. (p3.3) 
For Sale: Coronado free arm 
sewing machine c-w at- 
tachments and carrying case. 
Phone 632.3446 after 2 p.m. 
(p2-2) 
Lay ing  ch ickens ,  
dehumidifier, eclining chalr, 
2 radials and rlms for V.W. 
van. Phone 635.5290 (ctf) 
For Sale or rent with option to 
buy partially furnished 12x60 
mobile home In local park. 
1977 Yamaha 100 Enduro 
motorbike. Phone 635-3762 er 
635.6565 [p5-S) 
For Sale: I plg. Approx. 275 
Ibs, 3498 King Ave. Thornhlll 
(p3.3) 
INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
OR 
GAS BAR OWNERS 
SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
if" you are in or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Mohawk Dealers In Canada. 
For details write to: 
Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
MOHAWK OFFERS YOU: 
1. Independence in your operation 
2. Many money saving programs., ~ ~,; 
,3. Full l i ,e of relate, products , • ,~. 
.... 4:"i00 p~l'(:bdt C~i~la~ o~h~l.company . . . .  
(cft.T) 
The i)istriot of Terrace 
No 5.3215 Eby Street 
.. Sale By Tender - On An As Is Where Is Basis 
Item No. Discripfion 
1 . . . . . .  1970 InternationaI-Hiel Garbage Packer.  
2.. . . . . .  1969 Ford 42 Passsnger Bus. 
3 . . . . . .  1971 Mazda Pickup. 
4 . . . . . .  1973 Datsun Pickup. 
$ . . . . . .  Continental industrial Gas Power Unit. 
6 . . . . . .  Service Garage Hoist c.w Rails. 
7 . . . . . .  Domestic size Pressure Tank and Pump. 
8.A . . . . .  English Electric 30 H.P. Motor 
B . . . . .  English Electric 30 H.P. Motor 
C . . . . .  English Electric 30 H.P. Motor. 
9.A . . . . .  Paramount 250 Gal Per Minute Pump. 
B . . . . .  Paramount 2$0 Gat Per Minute Pump. 
IO-A . . . . .  Dictating Machines (Recorders) 
B . . . . .  Dictating Machines (Recorders) 
C . . . . .  Dictating Machines (Recorders) 
D . . . . .  Dictating Machines (Recorders) 
• I1 . . . . . .  Bicycle, Phillips ladies, Single. 
12 . . . . . .  Bicycle McCleods Hiawaths childs single. 
13 . . . . . .  Bicycle Small Childs, red & white. 
14 . . . . . .  Bicycle Small Childs, green. 
15 . . . . . .  Bicycle B.R.C. Jaguar, childs black. 
16 . . . . . .  Bicycle C.C.M. ideal, childs green. 
17 . . . . . .  Bicycle Simpson Sears, childs metallic brown. 
10 . . . . . .  Bicycle Simpson Sears, chiids metallic green. 
19 . . . . . .  Bicycle C.C.M. Childs red. 
20 . . . . .  '. Bicycle Childs red. 
21; . . . . .  Bicycle C.C.M. Ideal, childs mauve. 
22 . . . . . .  Webster Model X Compressor, w Kohler Engine. 
23 . . . . . .  Model BLH42N Joy Ventalating Fan 
c-w Lincoln Electric $ H.P. Motor 
Items may be inspected atthe works garage at 3215 Eby Street daily 
from 2 to 4 p.m..  Monday through Friday from July 3 to ]0th. 
Bids must be in the hands of the undersigned on or before July 10th 
1978 at 4 p.m., and must be in an envelope marked "Tender'* to the 
Attention, R. Bates, The District of Terrace, N0.$.3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace,. B.C. : 
The highest or any tender not necessarily accepted. 
Any item not claimed on or before the lOth day after notification will 
be sold to the next highest bidder. 
A deposit of 10 percent of tendered price must be Included with 
tenders on items No. I and 2 only, which amount will be refunded to 
unsuccessful bidders. 
I I I 
District of Terrace 
per: R.F. Bates 
1000 sq. I ft. Metal roofing or 
walls with caulking, good for 
hay shed, garage shop 4S00 
.~q. ft. flb~;eglass Insulation. 
2x4x2 Steel to build small 
trai ler channel, Angle, 
square tublng 638-1927 after 6 
(p3-1) ' , 
Hang Glider - Mev Ler - 20' 
span Delta" Wing. New 
centre Jpar. Good condition. 
847-2739 (c10.6) 
Yamaha CA 1000 amp 
Yamaha'Hpl Head phones 
Dual 1219 turntable JBL 
Century 100 speakers. 
Pioneer 8 track recorder. 
Pioneer turner 300 L.P.'s 00 
tapes and accessories. 
Phone 842.5922 (pS-2) 
4 AT Trackers or, 15x10 CDN 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 63S- 
5092 (ctf) 
3 bedr~oom home on 
Sk0glund. Large garden 
area~ fully wired, party 
flnlsl~ed~basemenf, i closed 
garage, frldge, stove, drapes 
Includec). 635-9277 (pS-22). 
For S~e: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stoveplus electric heat. $311 
Hepple 635-9488 (plm lullS) 
House for sale - 3 bedrooms 
on 1 acre of land 4832 Mills 
phone 635-9287 or 638.1394 
(p5.3) 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
steve plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635.9488 (plm lul 10) 
For Sale: New 3 bedroom 
house. 4718 Hamer. Ready 
for occupancy In 2 weeks 
Phone 635.7458 (c5.4) 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. On Grelg Ave., 
Reasonable rent. Lease 
avallab~e. Phone 635.7266. 
(ctf) 
Lab puppies for sale: Pure 
bred. phone 798.2267 Lakelse 
Lake. P5.4) 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home, will. 
maintain, willing to rent or 
lease, references, eeeurity 
deposit, mature family of 
three, Refer inquiries to The 
Herald Box 1178, Terrace, B.C. (eft) 
Boarding homes for high 
school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and board rate $175 per 
month. For further In- 
formation DIAL 635.7127 local 
19 (c20.20) 
Furnished suite or apt. 
Required for single 
Wanted to Buy: 2rid Land businessman call Glen 635. 
bike, preferrably 3speed or 5 7281 (p3-1) 
phone 635.3016 (c5.4) 
20' flbreglass over plywood 
hull for sale. Asking $500 
Phone 63.¢9488 (p20.15) 
For Sale: 40' displacement 
boat still in building stage. 
Motor diesel, V, drive and 
bearings, phone 635.6700 (p3- 
1) 
Boat for sale: 18V~' Relnell 
with .135 H.P. Evlnrude 
outboard, trailer and extras. 
Excellent condition. $5500 
Phone 635.5407 (p3.3) 
For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', 
two bedroom semi.furnished 
Safeway trailers. Complete 
with axles, 'wheels, fuel 
tanks and blocking. Asking 
$6,000 each. Call 636-2660 J. 
Hutchlngs, Box 727, Stewart, 
B.C. (plm-1O) 
56' Safeway doublewlde. 
Includes all major ap 
pllances, large garden shed 
and fencing. 3 bedr¢)oms, 2
full bath, and fireplace. Set 
up and fully skirted In 
cedar. View at No. 31.,1619 
Queensway Drive (Tim. 
berland Trai ler Park 
Phone 635.9429. (cft) 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paramont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
schools, on private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgage if nec. 
Phone 112-762-4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Del, Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
O.A.C. 
Set' UP and delivered 
trades welcome 
Phone collect 591-510[ 
(ctf 
Wanted to Rent: A 
responsible couple seek a For Sale: 12x56 Duchess 
cabin or house in country trailer partly furnished with 
sefflng at reasonable rent. 10x20' Joey shack. 635.5100 
Phone Bill at 635.9487 (c3-1) (p5.1) 
Build your home among 
beautiful arge cedars on lot 
150x210 Skeena St. Asking 
11,500.00 Offers. Phone 635. 
5102 after 6 and weekends. 
For Sale: V= acre lot along 
Queensway in Thornhlll. 
Well treed on fertile land. 
Septic tank and wlel. Asking 
$8,500 638-1036 (plO-1) 
D4D Cat winch blade and 
canopy. Good condition. 849. For Sale Prime Tire 
5459 (p10-9) Business with gas service 
etc. - 4 bedroom home, 
completely furnished, 1V2 
bath, many extras, situated 
68 miles north of Terrace. 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, 
Prlvateentrance. Near town, Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (cff) 
1974 Toyota Land Cruiser 4x4 
$3,500, very good condition. 
Phone 635-9219 (p4.4) 
furnished, sleeping . room for 
rent. Bedding Included also 
bathroom Very reasonable. 
Phone 635.4013 after 7 p.m. or 
2703~S. Eby. (c1.1) 
2 bedroom house for rent 
with frldge and stove. For 
more Information call 63S- 
4697 Especially for a family 
1974, 350 Chevy Cheyenne V~ 
ton, dual tanks, good con. 
dltion. Also new ftbreglass 
canopy with sliding windows 
10hone 63S-3241 (p3.1) 
For Rent: 2 bedroom house 
In bench area. Available 1969 Ford Comet, good 
July 1st. References transportation lots of extras 
required. Phone 635-3971 $750 OBO phone after 6 635. 
2072 or 635.2932 (p3-1) 
1974 Ford Window Van. 302 
V8, p.s., p.b., carpeted, 
drapes, new fires, passenger 
bench. Must sell phone 632. 
3872 (c5.1) Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 





Gle bedroom duplex and 
aulte furnished In town. 
Phone 635-5464 (p3-2) 
: RECREATIONAL, 
" VEHICLES , 
One furnished bachelor 
apartment includes all 
utilities. 2 blocks from centre 
of town. Working man only 
need apply. 635-6672 (p1-1) 
1969 Dodge V= T PU, V8, 4 
speed trans, posl trac dif- 
ferential. New rear tlre'.~, 
spare parts, motor trans, 
etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
S339 (ctf) 
Ford Van 1969 1 ton phone 
635.7421 (pS-4) 
Small station wagon (74 
Fiat) good condition. Radial 
tires. Front wheel drive, AM 
radio. Asking $2,000 or best 
offer. Phone 635-9444 (p3-2) 
73 Renault front wheel drive, 
asking $1000 and 1976 Kx250 
motocross Kawaski like new 
asking $1,000 638-1483 (cff) 
rFor Sate: 3 bedroom splltJ 67 Caprice 4 dr. H.T. $450 or 
ilevel - bench area. 4 yearsJ best offer. 635.3298 after 5 
| left at IOV~ percent| 
Ilassumable mortgage. More I
|Information 635.3320 after 5J 
p .m. (plO-10) J 
For Sale: by owner. Duplex 
In town, close to schools, 2 
bedrooms, fireplace, full 
basement. Phone 635.S233 
after S p.m. (p4-4) 
Retail and.or 
space centrally located st 
street level In Terrace. In 
total 4741 square feet. 
Formerly used os equip- 
ment sales and repair shop. 
For complete Information 
contact Pruden and Cuttle 
(1976) Ltd. 635.6142 or write 




For sale by owner, Duplex, In 
town, close to schools, car- 
port. 2 bedrooms upstairs, 2 
bedroomr downstairs. 1V= 
bathrooms. Phone 635.5233 
after S p.m. (p4-4) 
Must SII - 12x46 2 bedroom 
mobile home on a fully 
serviced, clear title lot on 
Simpson Rd, Thornhlll. 
Open to offers, G. Warnen, 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C., 
635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 12x68 ATCO 
Velmont 3 bedroom mobile 
home. Set up and skirted In 
trailer court In town. Will 
sell furnished or un- 
furnished. Phone 635.9046 
even. (pl0-Jul) 
For Sale: 12x68 house 
trailer Will also consider 
fdklng a srfialler trailer as 
part payment. For further 
Information please phone 
635-7878 (c10.1) 
For Sale: 1968 10x36 Im- 
pedal trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and is in good con- 
dition. Asking price S3,000 
phone 635.7860 (c10.9) 
Trailer for sale: 1974 12x68 3 
bedroom furnished trailer, 
dishwasher, frldge, stove, 
washer, dryer, china cabinet 
etc. No.1 Pine Park phone 
635.3246 (clm.Ju 17) 
REPOSSESSIONS 
We have a limited number of 




Purchase Includes delivery, 
set up and furniture. (On 
approved credit). 
If you qualify we will fly 
you In at our expenee. 
'Hurry I - These won't last ! 
Call our credit manager 




, 'Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1 K7 
2 bedroom trailer for sale or 
rent. Fully furnished. 
Skirted, [oey shack, set up 
in Skeena Valley trai ler  
court. Phone after 6 635-6750 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C-W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone 638.1121 (sff) 
For Sale: 1972 8' O.K. Truck 
Camper. Jacks and fie 
down. Like new condition 
$2200 or best offer. View lot 
18 Go,san Sub. DIv. or phone 
635-3595 (p10.7) 
14' travel trailer 1 year old 
used only 3 times, 3 way 
frldge, furnace, 3 burner 
stove, 2 way light In separate 
toilet, like new condition. 
phone 635-9404 (c10.13) 
R.V. for sale 16' travel 
trailer for sale View at 51 
Eagle (c3:1) 
1976 Starcrafl tent trailer, 
stove, frldge, furnace, 
closet. Porta pottle, like 
new, phone 635.3241 (p3.1) 
1967 19' travel trailer 635-3100 
asking $1,500 (p5-5) 
1972 V.W. Westfalla camper 
van. Good cond. 635-5809 (p4. 
• 4) 
Prov l~ o~ Mtn i t l~t  o f  
Ik4thd~ C~kl~abla  Fo ,es ts  
Sealed tenders for the 
following stand tending 
contract(s) will be received 
by the District Forester, 
Ministry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C., on the dafes 
shown below. 
1. Contract ST 1031.10.3 JS 
Located Ski Hill Area No. 1 
Ranger District Terrace 
Number of hectares 30.93 
Viewing date July 7 1970, 
leavlng Ranger Station at 
9:00 a.m. 
NOTE: Viewing of the 
stand tending site prior to 
submitting a tender for this 
contract Is mandatory. 
Deadline for receipt of 
tenders is 3:30 p.m. July 13, 
1978. 
Tenders must be sub- 
miffed on the form and in tha 
envelopes supplied which, 
with particulars, may be 
obtained from the Forest 
Ranger(s) Indicated, or 
from the.Dlstrlct Forester, 
Mlnlstry of Forests, Prince 
Rupert, B.C. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(ca-l) 
BR IT ISH ' COLUMBIA  
HYDRO AND POWER ~ 
AUTHOR ITY 
Invites tenders for Supply of 
Janitorial Services for the 
North Coast Divisional 
Centers. 
Reference No. Q8.463S 
Closing Date: 19 July 1978 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as abave-referencad 
will be received In Room 
1026, B. B.C. Hydro and 
Power Autherlty Building, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z IY3 until 
11:00a.m. local time, 19 July 
1978. 
Details ~nay be obtained 
from the office of the Pur- 
chaslng Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 




For Sale by Tender 
As Is Where Is 
REFQ764 
One used i0'x40" Knight 
Mobile Home which has been 
used as an office - ap- 
proximately 14 years old, on 
wheels, poor condition, has 
sustained some exterior fire 
damage. 
Located on Hydro property 
corner Kalum St. and 
Lakelse Ave. 
Must be removed by 29 July 
1978. For inapectlon and 
tender forms, contact Mr. F. 
Janauer, 5220 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace. Phone 638.8101: 
Tenders due 20 July 1978. 
(AI-1) 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 63S- 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. LEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
Free Estimate. (stf) 







CEMENT WOR K, 
PAIN.TING 
Phone after 6: 
635-4094 
Noft ce of Appllcetlon 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Is hePeb'~t given 
that an application wlll be 
made to the Dlroctor of Vltal 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:. 
Lewella Mae Walta of 
Trailer No. 14, Parkslde 
Motel and Troller Court In 
Prince Rupert, in the 
Province of ,British 
Columbia, as follows:- 
To change my name from 
Lewella Mae Watts to 
Louella Chase. 
Dated this 27 day of June, 
1978. 
(Cl-21) 
A delicious salad is spinach 
served raw with raw mush. 
rooms, crumbled bacon and a 
vinegrette dressing. 
Cook spaghetti in salted wa- 
ter with a little vegetable oil. 
The oil glazes it and prevents 
sticking. It also prevents the 
water from boiling over. 
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I To avoid common problems when freezing, always follow proper procedures and make 
I sure that the produce is frozen in moisture-vapor resistant freezer bags. 
Don't Get Discouraged 
With  Freezing Problems ' 
If you, experienced a few dis- 
appointments with your home- 
frozen produce from last year's 
harvest, don't be discouraged 
from trying again this year. take a 
look at what mistakes you made, 
and this year make an effort to 
correct them. As much as you 
may think your home-freezing 
problems are unique, they really 
are not. 
Through the course of the 
winter the "Glad" Home Freez- 
ing~ Information C~ntre helped 
solve countless problems people 
encountered with home freezing. 
Here is a list of some common 
problems and how they can be 
solved: 
Problem: 
Sog~', robbery vegetables 
(particularly asparagus, 
oom, carrots, wax and green 
beans) are usually a result of 
over-blanching, not blanch-, 
ing at all, over-mature v ge- 
tables or freezing avegetable 
variety that is not suited to 
freezing. 
It was once believed geese were witches' horses. 
Ix) totow your 
h~AMY E~RANP.~ AI~E p'oF'UI.AI~ 
NATIONAl.bY. /-~OM6 AIZ~ ~.EGIO.~AI. 
FAVOI~I'T~.~, "T'AI~E THt.~ 30 ~E(.oNP 
QUIZ. AMP ~EE HoW MANY YOU C-AM 
A~.~O~IA'~E ~-ORRECTL.'~ WITH TI..IEII~' 
I~E~I~ECTIVP-- GF:~GI~AP141C ARE'A~. 
A - -  I I - - - - -  C . . . . . . . .  O . . . . . . . . .  
-P t~a,s,;~;;iw ~a~o~ (d) Wdv,v.O (-~ I 
U ..~. PLA~/ING ~AP-J~ COMP.M4~/ Ci.,AIkA~ ~XPLU.~IVE 
TR~J~E MARK i~,~t4"r,~ tt, I ACE: oF= ~;PA~_~/~AM~ 
hlAPAIE OF. PlNtgH uSeD oM-rHIEtl~. ( - .A~I : :~ ,~ ' -  
Solution: 
Follow proper blanching pro- 
cedures; use a reliable up-to- 
date blanching uide. Write to 
the "Glad" Home Freezing 
lqformation Centre at 165 
University Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario MSH 3B8 for a free 
guide to blanching. Freeze 
only young, tender vegetables. 
If growing your own, select 
seeds that indicate on the 




Vegetables and fruits which 
have lost color and are dry 
and tasteless, because of im- 
proper packaging material or 
from being stored too long a 
period. 
Solution" 
Freeze produce in moisture- 
resistant plastic freezer bags. 
"Glad" freezer bags a re a good 
choice because they are made 
thick polyethylene and well 
sealed to make it d~cult for 
dry air to seep in and damage 
food. Bread, sandwich and 
general utility bags are too 
thin for long-term freezing. 
Check a reliable fieezer guide 
to determine the optimum 
storage time for frozen foods. 
Problem: 
Mushy, watery tomatoes, 
zucchini and pears. 
Solution: 
No matter what you do. t~e 
results will be same. ~ Toma- 
toes, once frozen should be 
used only for cooking. Zucc- 
hini is best shredded and used 
in bread or in a casserole. IJ 
you must freeze pears, use a 
sugar syrup made from I part 
honey, I part sugarand 2parts 
~,ater. 
Still have a problem? Write to 
the "Glad" Home Freezing In. 
spec~cally to .protect food fromation Centre, 165 Univer- 
from the dry air in the freezer, sity Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, 
The bags are made of freezer MSH 3B8 for a solution. 
Weight for weight, fat has about 2 1/2 times as many 
calories as carbohydrates or protein. 
Some say twins are unusually intelligent and fortunate 
in love. 
Do It flow 
' A luminum 
Sheets 
26" x 3|" 
12 ,heels only- 3.75 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terraoe 
Wagon Days 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4842 Hwy, 16 West Terrace, B,C. VRG IL8 
635.6571 or 635.4325 
__ _ Dealer Licence Number 02066A 
HOND  Test drivea Honda todaY. 
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4126 Skoglund Avenue 
Take a close iook at this attractive family home. It is located in a good neighborhood 
with all new homes in that area• The Int measures 70'x132' and is nicely landscaped 
with trees in the back yard and dozens of rose bushes all around. "rhis house features 3 
bedrooms on the main floor plus an additional arge bedroom in the basement. An 
exceptional extra feature of this house is the large family - type kitchen with built.in 
dishwasher. An affracflve brick fireplace enhancesthe living room and sliding glass 
. adjustable wrench or pliers 
by removing the shower- 
head and inserting the 
restrictor between the water 
Home Improvement, Safety & Economy 
DON'T WASTE WATER 
In recent years, we have water daily. A special disc 
all become aware of our called a water-flow restric- 
d iminishing natural  re- tor, available at building 
sources. Although covering supply stores, can easily be 
three-fourths of the earth's installed at the showerhead 
surface, water supplies too to reduce the flow of water. 
are being threatened by ex- It is easily installed with an 
pipe and the coupling nut. 
This will limit the flow of 
water by as much as 60%, 
but will maintain pressure 
for comfortable showering• 
T~,o other alternatives are 
to take quicker showers or, 
as one printed shower cur- 
tain suggests: "Save Water: 
Shower With A Friend." 
do0rsleedtolhesundeckoffthediningroom. Therealm lea family, wifh fireplace in ; wrench or pliers. 
the basement plus a small den. Heat and water supply is by Natural Gas-an Since many home repairs ,~• OFFICIAL•LOCK •ROe.ASSOCIATE DEALERS • 
economical feature, call for the same tools, ~ KITIMAT ~ 
Asking price $59,900.00. i another way of saving is to • ~,~, ,, • invest in quality tools like 
Crescent screwdrivers with • The Per fo rmers  • 
ables that fit many nut and 
Bllll[]llmmmlNlmllnllmlllllmlllllllllnllUllllnl~ pipe sizes. • • 
[] nm Lowering the water leve l : .  0 L"  d : 
in the toilet tank is another in r ren  Iste 
way to cut water usage. 
Most homes have five-gallon • • • flush toilets, an amount un- 
: necessaryforeffieientflusb- : Oontaot0ur,0ffnee ee 
ing. Bending the float arm 
down will lower the water • 
level, but it may also result 
: in incomplete bowl action. • DOUGLASCHANNEL PERFORMS" O A
Better, partially close the ~ WE OFFER SERVICES IN [] • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  tank valve to reduce the ~ A • 
[] - - ~  ~ m inflow of water. Another • APPRAISALS-PROPERTYM NAGEMENI" • 
_B 31/= acres ln town on paved ~ ~ ~ : ~  ...... , ~ : .  alternative is to displace • LOT SALES- -  DEVELOPMENT • 
iroad - one bock from ~.:~ . . . . . . .  ,,~.~,,~a~mmm [] water by placing weighted 
[] Skeena Secondary School. I~ '~ '~, !~:~: i~! : !~: '~~ ~ , ~ . ~ ,  [] plastic bottles, full of water, • . CANADAWIDE REFERRAL SERVICE • 
[]Creek running through . ~  t,~,,,~ ,;,i :~  .... ~ ~ ~ 1 1  in the tank out of the way 
lproperty. Prlced to sell " t : '  : :  ~ j~ l l~  ~ . ] i l~ ,~.~= of the mechanism. O MORTGAGE ADVICE 
11525,000. Col US to view. " ". . . . .  ""~ ~ ~ i  Check laundry and dish- t ' . and 
• " " 1 washing machines for loose O 
[ ] - ,  • . . . . . . . .  : "  ~:::  "± -- ~ ~ n m  or broken hose clamps, and • . ASSISTANCE .... . ......... ,: ,.:..-. 
o u = m ,1 = =, ~ .~ r M 5127 AGAR AVENUE • . . . . . . . . . .~,~ .-. .i. Duplex on ullel; St.' . , . .  • replace worn washers. Run . . . . . . .  
[]"~',Y-~(,'=~• Reduced In price to $31,500 reduced to $29,000 Is this • ning these appliances only ~ Don't FoolAroundWith HalfAService . . . . . . . .  
-[] . . . .  from $40,000 to sell qulckly, three bedroom home on I when fully loaded is an ~ TalkToAFullServieeRealE~tateOffice ~, 
nNass valley Tore ~erv0ce ~ ~,-., . . . . . .  ~- . . . .  = .^ - ha f acre White stuccol effortless wayto save water • We Are Here To Help Y0u . Professionally V 
wnn 2 acres, excellent [] . _ . kitchen living.room areas, finish, shake roof. Partial • plus energy and money. • . • 
10ncrease In ouslness over o . . . . .  ~,n,~o D,m,=~l basement with washer ul Showers take about half • CANWESELLYOURS?--JUSTTRYUS • 
past 5 years, gooo ~x4u 8 [] . . . . . .  well and good septic tank connection. Large 1 x20 j as much water as tub baths. 
[].ml!y..equ0p.pea. metal shop Inquire quick on this one. Ilvlngroom. ~ ~.  c3F= " ~ O • o o o o o o o 0 • o o o o o 0 • O  
l lX ,  Iolng. 0ncluaes 0ovely ~4,~'.~:~ - -1  I ~ ~ l . ~  I 
=ful ly landscaped ],400 sq. ~J~'."/.~db . ~Jm 
raft. 4 bedroom residence, ~ ~m 
.,.double plumblng, carpeted, [] 
• plus nice greenhouse, mmm ,mmm 
• Price includes $8,000 to l ~ l ~ a l l l l  
N$10,000 stock, office ~ ~  I1~~.~I~~, /~ 
[]equipment, full; line of ' , ~ ~ =  
ncompressors, fools and Twostory low prlceduplex EX_C/..U._S?VE .LISTED n 
1 IE~K~-I;UUIVI= reslclence ot [] lnecessary machinery, on Pine Street. 2 bedrooms 
mFgrd 1 ton Service truck each, separate laundry 1300 sq. ft. on half acre a t•  Estimates are that a typical 
me¢luipped for road work, area, large living rooms Welsh and Eby. Fourm shower takes five minutes, 
[]and 20x]2 warehouse, and compact kitchens with bedrooms, f i rep lace , :  and the average family of 
applicances. Asking only double carport, natural gas= four uses 40 gallons of Located on the Nasa High- 
way asking price of only 
S170,000 Indicates good 
[]]]value. MLS 2998. 
[]  
[]Yellowhead Feed and 
Grain sales premises on 
[]Clarke Drive. Successful 
family owned business, 
increasing continually. 
[]]Large two story main 
[]building with 2 bedroom 
housing for operators. 
[tAll fypes of animal foods 
u, olus sal eof chicks, 
• ; 
Benjamin Franklin wrote in 1738'that: "There are three 
faithful friends-an old wife, and old dog, and ready 
money." At the University of Pennsylvania, founded 
by Franklin, a friend may be good to have. An official 
recently acknowledged tl!at some candidates for 
admission are given "a measure of preference." 
Mound builder birds of Australia are fully feathered v:i~an 
'hatched and can fly immediately. 
heat with electronic a l r~ 
• filterlike n wand condition.hUmidifier" Twolln • ,~ • ~ ;, ~ ~ . '~ ~ ~ ~;~ 
baths, rec room. Must be 
seen. Asklng $75,000. And 
has subdivision potential If i 
I f  you're a pool owner, 
you']! want to make sure 
LAKELSE LAKE on lust your pantry shelves are 
under one acre, sunshlne well-stocked with Arm & 
setting year round Hammer Baking Soda. It's a 
residence with ownpower safe and inexpensive pH ad- 
plant, ninety elght feet luster that helps keep pool 
travagant waste. Here are a q~OOOOOOOOOOOOOO~OO0 
few easy tasks that can 
greatly reduce consumption . :  ,~ \  DOUGLAS '  ~ ~ ~ [  : 
and. as an added benefit, 
saVewell, nergy and money as i ~i~/~/~,C HA•NEt  ~, i  '~ ""~ es'e ='~°' O 
cet leak takes only a few ~_~.~,  , ~ !  II! moments and cansave up to • LTD.  i 
700 gaUoasofwatera.year• 632-4721 : There are four basic faucet This one year old house 
faucets--ancl wi th  each, looking in the mid forties. 
disassembly and a part re- Feature fireplace up and 
placement is easy with a • down. Wall to wall car. 
screwdriver, and adjustable • DAVE632.4426SERRY • Bright cheerful peting. 
rooms. 2 bedrooms up. 
Full basement with outside 
entrance. Very nicefamily 
home. 
 Night Phor P.s/I i :  
. . . .  ' ' .... " 635 69;-70~: * Bonn ie  Shaw ' :: ':- 
. -Bud: ;MCCo l I ;635 ,2662:  = . : .  
=;', 
APPLE STREET 
This 2 bedroom famil~ 
home on quiet residenfla 
street has basement 
converted to revenue suite. 
Suite rents at $165 per 
month. House is 6 years old 
an¢ mcated on 70'x120' lot. 
Ask i~.g $43,000. 
2//2 acre parcel on Graham Avenue. Excellent sub- 
division potential. Return on investment could be well 
worth while. Excellent opportunity with the demand 
our area is experiencing for serviced lots 
This nice 3 bedroom home RURAL STARTER 
faces Pear Street. Has 2 bedroom - ful 
some interesting Interior borneo t large I 
flnishlngs• Large storage Drive. Good 
shed. Nicely landscaped, source. Lowta) 
Chimney for auxilary heat. furnac(. Own~ 
Asking $28,000. Asking $30,000. 
l basement 
h m  on lot on River 
 well water 
xes. Full oll 
ce  er anxious 
Excellent 13 acre parcel on South Sldo Graham 
Avenue. Located between presently operating 
agriculture holdings. Older house In need of maior 
re pa)Ts~. ~ Ask)rig $50,000 open. tO offers. 
Want a house close to 
arrea-eg with schools? We have a family ......... ome type home listed to sell thai For the larg~ familyi over on 
subdivision possibilities, qualifies for central 1300 sq. ft. of living space 
Has 3 bedrooms, fireplace, location, close to most ol plus basement suite in a 
full basement. A second 
smaller home on same 
ful l  basement. Fully 
landscaped lot, close to 
school. Reasonable taxes. 
the community amenities. 
3 bedrooms, 1]$0 sq, ft. 
n 
! 
Large lot with garden area;m 
fruit trees and landscaping• 
belp to highlight this 2000• 
frontage, wharf, three water clean and clear, property rented. 21/4 acres finished basement. Asking 
nauc•llngs, goslings. Office bedroom ; ~h0me, full Research by the Ann 8= ¢ould provide 10 building only $49,900. Call Horst or Wellconstructed home and 
[]area, large stock areas, basement, spacious living QUALITY EXECUTIVE[]]]] Hammer Divialon has shown lots. For more detailscall Christel. priced at $S3,000. Call 
[]]]]sales area, new addition to room with heatllator residence on Scott Avenue[]]]] that baking soda maintains Horst or Christel. Horst or Chrlstel. 
care for expansion, hay fireplace and excellent with superior construction: pool pH at anidea] range of ~ 
barn, Incubator and easterly view. 1175sq. ft. features beyond normal•  7.8 to8.2, which helps keep I ~ * '  ~ 
brooder also present, living area. Many other requirements. Two fully[] eyes from burning, and ~: ,q~ w ~ m m , ~ ! i  i 
[]]]]Opportunity for asking features. Asking $60,000. finished floors with six[]]]] leaves skin feeling comfort- i ~ ~ i  ! l i i i l i a lh~L .~_  
price of $95,000. MLS 2952. Open to offePs. MLS No. bedrooms, two bathrooms[]]]] able. Water is clear, and the ~ 
2917, completed In all respects[]]]] potential for corrosion and ~;~;~ 
by the owner. HeavilYii bard-water scale is reduced. "~'~" t~ 
, - You can butterfly and back- []Northwest Trading dealing insulated for electric heat. n stroke to your heart's 
in sale of used furniture, . ,,~, f.~:::,~a Exceptionally affractive 
]380 sq. ft. each floor, large[] delight. A well constructed home Large yard. If gardening Is []]]]appliances, scrap metal BRutal setting. 4 year old family house in Thornhill patio with garage. Asking[] For easy pool mainte- Iocatedona nice lot close to []]]]and beer bottles. Price of your pleasure, we have a 2 $75,000. [] nonce, everyday during the []mobile home on Scotton area. 3 bedrooms up and 2 
[]$9,500 Included signs and m n m ~ m ~ m l m  active p~ol season, tee t []Road. Has two bedrooms downstairs, 2 fireplaces, shopping, school and yearold3bedroom house 
[]]]]stock. Located on Otd [] Lokelse Lake Road near ~ i  water fot~'~pH and chlorine []plus extra room in ad- sliding glass doors off church. It has 1100 sq. ft. with full basement, priced 
level. '['he pH should be ndit ion, oil beat. Big dining and master on themain  floor, 3 to sell at $44,500. This 
.Hwy ]6. Low investment BEAUTIFUL []showing growth. Excl. 855. R E S I D E N C E G N ........ [] between "/.8 and 8.2; free []120'x]32' treed lot. A place bedrooms onto sundeck, bedrooms, wall to wall property comprises ol 
~ :  residual (available) chlorine []of your own for only large patio and many more carpeting, and a modern approximately one-third 
• RESIDENCES HALLIWELL AT BEN. should be 1.0 ppm (parts 11518,500. Call Horst or special features. Asking kitchen. Finished acre on Doble St. in 
[ ]  *" . . . .  ~" NER. Two large 87' lots ...... : v_  • per mil l ion)or more. Add lChristel to arrange for $56,500. Call Horst or basement with 2 extra Thornhill. Phone Frank. 
! ~  Included for $64,500 or will RURAL BUT CLOSE tom chlorine, according to ivlewing . Christel. bedrooms, and a big family ~ 
sellwith one lot for $57,000. schools, on 2 acres at 3137- B manufacturer's directions room. Asking $55,000. To 
view, call Horst or Christel. Soundly built, newly Kofoed Drive with barn'- and once a week add One ~" :~. 
redecorated, 4 bedrooms, and corral. Over 1200 sq. i pound of Arm & Hammer ~; ~ i  :t, 
two fireplaces, two ft• with double fireplace,[]]] Baking Soda per 10,000 gel- ~ :*' ~ 
• full basement, Rec room room with built in red vinyl two bathroom residence. [] acid. Normally baking soda, 
• drilled well, priced low at settee and liquor cabinet. Lots of storage, stucco- N when coupled with a disin- ~:~: 
Lots of nice features and exterior. Full basement. ~= fectant, is all that is needed Rural residenco located 
11547,500. Nice main floor to maintain the proper pH. Thr'ee bedroom, full 2 bedroom residence for Country living. Three quiet street. Ap = plan ln new subdivision. To should be viewed to be Only $46,500. Listed ex. M If pH •reaches 8.2, discon- 
ibe  viewed by appointment, appreciated, dusively. : tinue ~teekly use of baking basement, on a paved sale on Hanson St. Has bedroom on half acre lot. proximately half acre Io1 
i ~ : soda afld use only as neces- street" Cl°se to schools and large I°t and additi°na' Connected t° goocl water wi'h three bedroom home 
A.E. Le Page Limited Coast Coast Real Estate Service sar~ {~, maintain pH downtown, asking $$6,000.. small self contained cabin system. Asking $47,000. on Firecreek Road. Owner 
with in 7.8 to 8.2. Z~ Call Kelly for your home on property. Call Horst or Try your offer. Phone anxious to sell• Asking only you 
face a pool problem you requirements, rhristel. Frank for further details. $27,900. Call Frank. 
don't understand, call a ~ ~ t 
qualified service center for AFTER OFF ICE  H O U R S  assistance. For a more care- 
free summer, enclose 25d 
for postage and handling HORST GODLINSKI -  635-5397 KELLY SQUIRES. 635-7616 
• and write for: "The Baking 
Soda  Common Sense  
Guide to Swimming Pool FRANK SK IDMORE -635-5691 CHRIsTEL  GODLINSKI  . 635-S397 
n ASKUSABOUTOURoTHERLISTINGSOFMOBILEHOME LOTS [] Care," AR~I & HAMMER 
B n AND RES IDENTIAL  PROPERTIES .  ~ DWIStON, Church & Dwight 
C'o., Inc., Two Pennsylvania 
]IlIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIIIIIIIII[]IIIIlIIIIIIIB1 Plaza, New York, N.Y. 1000 I. 
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= Yourlndividual 
: FOR TUESDAY, JULY 4,1978 
~What kind of day will either evised or completely 
tomorrow be? To find out what new methods. Do make the 
stars ay, read the forecast most of it! 
~Ive~ for your birth Sign. SAGITTARKIS ~,¢ .~ 
, 'NOV. 23 to Dec. 21) 
ARIF~ M~'~ Mixed influences. Plan tc 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) v ~  clear up any confueln8 
You may encounter some situations. Security must bE 
opposition, but it need not deter built up on a sound basis. Ir~ 
your better efforts. Handle it telligently productive method~ 
diplomatically -- and go on to needed. 
Llggor and better achievement. CAPRICORN 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ Invest time and energies onl~ 
You may be given some xtra in projects worthy of your cu. 
responsibilities hat, if the end dcavor.inarushtoaccomplish, 
result seems worthwhile, ac- however, don't bypass details. 
t~pt them - -  ambitiously. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to June 21) 
Mercury, favorable, now 
promises Increasing gains. But 
some minor sltuauons may 
beve to be ironed out before you 
can go ahead with 10rig-range 
vent,.us. 
CANCER " ". ,~m,~'..& 
(Jtme 22 to July 23) qop ~.~ 
us not envy others. Suc- 
cessful acquaintances san 
actually aid you. You have an 
8nalyilcal mind and 
penetrating insight. Use them! 
LEO f~ .-:'vb 
(a~ 2~ to Aug. ~) ~6~e~ 
You seem to have the inside 
lack now, so take advantage of 
it. Good opportuhiU~ indicated, 
but grasp them quickly or you 
could lose out. 
mc,,o 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Streamline operations to 
meet present needs. 'Some 
activities may have to be 
dropped if they are not 
producing. But do not drop 
projects now running smoothly. 
LIBRA 
(sept. ~ to oct. 23) .n .~ 
Fine planetary influences 
now stimulate your 
imagination, spark new and 
lofty ambitions, give you a fresh 
outlook on life.. 
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) 
Here is a chance for your 
special gifts of lnsptraflonai 
p~s ar~ argnniz~g, under 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
Uranus somew~t adverse. 
Watch for irritating situnt/om 
and bridge them amicably and 
with unbiased opinion. Move 
briskJy into productive areas. 
~471"/Lakelse LIKELSE PHARMIC¥ . . . ,m ] 
and prompt prescription services H 
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN~ By Stan Lee and John Romi~ 
I~R~'%.\ ~w,,~, ~ ~A. U" ~,,~,/ +5." ~ ~I I r7 - - -~%o ~I  [ ~  ~ '~.~: '~)~ 
A0e-ConsoiousTeen 
By Abigail Van Buren 
~O t970 bY CJIIClO O T~#~ne.N.Y. News Synd. Inc. 
DEARABBY:MyhushandandIandeurfuurchildren ~ ~ p $  S T E A K S  $2  4 9  I (ages 7 to 13) were invited to a relative's home for supper 
recently. She had one large table set for the adults and IS 
another one for the cbildren, f rom 
My deughter, age 13, came to me and said she wasn't I - - r - - - z -=- - - -  ~.  until 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday 1 
PISCF_~ X~.  going to sit with the "babies." (Two of her .12-yea.r~ld 
(Feb. 23taMer. 20) cousins were sitting at that table and they didnt ~ 4736 LAKELSE PHONE 6~-Y977 • , 
A more or less average day. complain.) I told her not to make a fuss add to go sit down . . . . . . . . . .  .+-~ ....... I 
Better finish, or at least further, and be quiet. Being a very headstrong child, she raised her 
currcut projects, Starting new 
undertakings without proper voice a bit and said she would rather go home. C A T F I S H  = 
Well, I wasn't about o take her home, and I couldn't let 
preparation could lead to her walkhome alone atnight, soin order to avoid a scene I 
diuappoiniz~nt. • told her TO go get her chair and to sit by me, which she did. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
steadfast, persevering and 
fastidious individual; widely 
talented and imaginative. You 
can create with great 
originality or take another's 
idea and improve itfar beyond 
the author's drearu. You have 
a great love of heritage and are 
intensely patriotic. Your 
of rcaponelbillty is outatanding 
and~ ffyou can curb a tendmcy 
to be too strict a disciplinarian, 
I dislike scenes in public and I still think I did the right 
thing. My husband 8aid I should have told the spoiled little 
stinker to either sit where she was put or to go into the 
bedroom and sulk. What i~ your opinion? 
NAMELESS IN JERSEY 
DEAR NAMELESS: With such n smart husband, why 
are you writing to Dear Abby7 
DEAR ABBY: I am one of these who has accepted many 
invitations but never reciprocates. I, too, have talked of 
having eparty, but it never materializes. Would you like to 
know why? 
would make a most dedicated I'm frightened to death of having peop!e in because 
teacher. Other finds in which when the conversation lags, I'm tongue-tied. I can never 
you could excel: acting, think of anything clever to say. I am not sure that what I 
writing, music, interior cook will be good enough, and I'm not sure I~1 serve it 
decorating orcomn~dai rt; right. . . . . .  
in the business world an mar. In school I was the quiet ype who earned the reputauon 
chant, financier, real estate of being "stuck up" because I was so shy. I know I should 
operator or economist. Bit- have people over, and I really want TO, but I'm scareo, t~ow 
thdete of: Nathanlel does one overcome such fears? I am almost 35. 
Hawthorne, Amer. author; INEPT IN INGLEWOOD 
Calvin Coolidge, 3/}th Pres., 
U.S.A.; Stephen Foster, Amor. DEAR INEPT: Many people don't entertain because 
songwriter, they're afraid they won't do It to perfection. Nonsenset 
© 19~e KL.a Fe-,ms Sjmdkate, Inc. Perfection isn't ezpected of anyone. There are any number 
A 
++.+++:-+ " 
~F-~ A ~At-~. 
• THE TERI CE 
THIn Wl~q~ OF ID by Brant l~rker and Jo]u~y 
Orossword By Eugow $ ffer 
ACROSS 44 Unils of DOWN 10 Novel~ 
1 Potato bed 48 I~anl 1 Ike's Wa 
• 4 Tap drinks command 11 
9 Shut noisily : 2 Bovine elevation 
IZ Convert into -- Point mammal 1S Needle: 
leather 50 In medias - 3 Magnified comb. form 
• horse ame r~gJovelist North  of pa~r 15 Redge~ 5 Cord game ZZ~h~efore 
Hammer- Poise 6 Jane 
stein hit 57 Part of Auaton 
17 Swectsop e list novel 
18 Ricken- 58 -- dance 7 Coal 
hacker, 59 Ancient depnsits 
for one Irish capital 8 Austere 
19 PairioUc 60 Cliques 9 French 
ballad 81 lamb's ma novelist 
~1 Second 
showings Avg. solution time: U mln. 
~4 Barfly 
25 Unit of ~,~,~,~, 
energy 25 Sink In the INIOLDI~ITIAIBI l- I  I IZIEI 
I~DIE I~!  I IRIEIN 
middle H[HLEINISmCIEIE1 ~I~IZIEI 28 Flavor 
tobacco ' 
34 Armed 
combat ~[DI~OIH IC~ 21UI~I~I 
Church area " IRIA[M]EI •JIO~TI 
• I IRIAI 3'/Expressing ITIEIMIPlL.IAITIEtSI 
a verb's mood ~ ~  
39 Exdanmflon 5.25 
41 Free from 
4Z Still Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
'I, NN"  6"  ' °  
25 26 I 27 
- I p .N- loon ,, 
I"'@""1 r' l  
" " "1  +@'°1  I NN 
*° I " "1 I I 
" I N "o I NP' 
CRYPTOQUIP 5-26 
BPSXKCHSJ  KPXXB ZFWW BCHS 
CLAS ZFWJ ZHLAB 
Yesterday's Cryploquip -- LOST TRUCK GOT STUCK ON 
RAILROAD SIDING. 
Copyright 
Z3 Wood cutter 













33 faO~ work 
$4 Today 
-- eye to eye 
9 io II 
I 
29 30 31 
Today's Cryploq~ip clue: J equals D 
1he Cryptequlp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals 0, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, ~be~ words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you cam to iocaung 
vowels. SoLution is accomplished by trial and error. 
~" 'i, mY /¢#~e-3 "tO 
of good ooakbouks with suggested menus and full 
instructions on serving. 
And get over the idea that everyone In the room Is 
waiting for pearls of wisdom to drop from your mouth. Say 
anything. Hit's audible, kind and honest, you'll get by. The 
longest march in the world started with one step. 
Forward--march! 
DEAR ABBY: I need your opinion on something. My 
mother tells me it is not right for a girl to go to her 
boyfriend's apartment when there are just the two of them 
there alone. She says it will ruin the glrl s reputation for 
good, even if nothing happens. 
Morn says that even nice girls can get into trouble by 
• going to their boyfriends' apartments-thatbeing together. 
all alone too much is just tempting fate and pressing your 
luck. 
Miss Abby, I've been brought up to obey my parents, 
but lately I'm confused. My friends et college say 
"everybody does it," and they laugh at me for my 
old-fashioned i eas. Can you help me? 
LISTENS TO MOM AT 18 
DEAR LISTENS: 1 don't know who's iuclder, you or 
your mother. You, to have a mother who cares enough to 
warn you against he seemingly harmless temptations to
which so many girls yield. Or your mother, who has a 
sensible 18-year-old daughter who still listens. Keep 
listening. You'll never regret it. 
If yon put off writing letters because you don't know 
what to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters 
For All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 centsl 
envelope to Abby: 13~ Leaky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 
90212. 
DEAR ABBY: My father dreamed up what I consider to 
be a very dangerous way to wake himself up in the 
morning. 
First he sets the alarm clock for a certain time. When i't 
goes off, he gets up, goes into the kitchen, fills the tea kettle 
with water, puts it on the gas range, turns it up to "high" 
and goes back to bed until the tea kettle whistles and 
wakes him up again. 
Several times he has failed to get up and the tea kettle 
has burned all TO blazest 
I've tried to tell him he is taking a terrible chance, but he 
doesn't listen. And, Abby, would you believe he is a 
lieutenant on a volunteer fire department? Maybe bell 
listen to you. 
MERRIMACPORT, MASS. 
DEAR MERRI: Sound sleepers hould NEVER go to 
sleep with the gas range burning. And for his sake, as well 
as his family's, I hope your father listens to me instead of 
to the whistling of that tee kettle, 
(P.S. And if the chief of the Merrimacport volunteer fire 
department reads this, the lieutenant is likely to be busted 
to private). 
DEAR ABBY: What do you do with a 17.year-old boy 
who refuses to clean his room? 
-. BINGHAMTON MOM 
DEAR MOM: You dose the door to his room, but go in to 
rake it ante a week. Sorry, Morn, but you must share in the 
blame for your son's sloppy habits. You should hpve 
trained him many yearn ego, when he was still trainable. 
DEAR ABBY: My daughter, who is 15, is begging me to 
let her marry s boy of 18. I have tried to talk her into 
waiting until she finishes high school. (This is bar first 
year.) , 
Recently she told her father and me that if we don t give 
her permission to marry, she will get herself in a fix like 
lots of girls do. Then we will have to let her get married or 
she will disgrace us. 
I told her that was the wrdng attitude to take, but she 
said she doesn't care, she loves the boy. (He quit school and 
has no job.) 
Have you any advice to give her? She reeds your articles 
every day. i hope you will print something tohelp us with 
this situation since she is about o drLve her Pa end me 
nuts. Thank you. 
W. VIRGINIA MOM 
DEAR MOM. l could give your daughter plenty of 
advice, but she hasn~t asked me for any. Tell her that even 
|i I, If she gets herself in a fix, you may not consent to the 
marriage. And let her know that her threats to "disgrace" 
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EVERYONE 
NEEDS TREES 
TO LIVE ! 
TREES..A GROWING CONCERN 
A CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION 
/dgt, P/ATA~UT (~ 
/a~l~/r LFL~W.~ IIIIII 
~ /~ ~d~,~4~W~ Rill 
~wrAz . /~ ' III I I 
by Garry Tmdeau 
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"Usten, if you buy tha jacket, we'll burn the one 
you're wearing free of charge." 
P iu tareh  thA  fnmrkt l t  (~lranb' h innrnnhaF  i tnne .d  
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Weekly Fire Report- Local District 
Attacking the Mr, Pine Beetle 
Mountain Pine Beetle Magnified 20 Times 
The Prince Rupert Forest 
District reports that seven 
new fires, of which five are 
still burning, occurred this 
week. Air tankers were used 
on one fire at Fort Babine. 
Mop up operations are 
continuing on the fire in the 
lava beds in the Terrace 
Ranger Distrlct. 
In addition to the obvious 
duties of protecting our 
forests from fire, the Prince 
Rupert Forest District is 
attacking our insect 
problems. The Mountain 
Pine Beetle is one of the 
major insect pests in this 
Forest District. This tiny 
bug, approximately five 
millimetres long, is actively 
attacking Forest stands in 
the Kitwanga and 'Hazelten 
Ranger Districts. It has also 
attacked pine stands to the 
east, but is considered under 
control through to Burns 
Lake. 
Control is achieved by 
felling and logging newly 
attacked stands, or in 
smaller areas or en- 
viroamentally sensitive sites 
by felling and burning the 
green attacked trees. 
The attack is almost 
always fatal. If not directly 
due to the beetle, the trees 
are weakened and suscep- 
tible to other insects or 
disease. If not used im- 
mediately, the dead trees 
develop a blue stain and or 
dries and checks (cracks) 
which lowers the value. 
Expanding knowledge of 
the Mountain Pine Beetle 
plus expanding markets for 
lodgepose pine harvested in 
prevention programs will 
help contain the tiny black 
beetles and assure a con- 







motors) (chain saws) 
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Most Anything. Most Anytime For 
CONTRACTORS.INDUSTRY-INDIVIDUALS 
Hours: Men. - Sat. 8.6 
635 7417 4946 Greig Avenue 
m Phone 635-7417 
"1 
i 
Ter race  E lec t ron ic  Repairs Ltd. ..Tc.., CABINETSo MOUI.DEDO VANITIESCGUNTERTOPSe INSTALLATIONo 
SERVING TERRACE i KITIMAT i~'ALWOOD 
, o~ SERVICE ON ALL. i f  ITCH 
MAZES OF T.V.'s I~.. __EN 
bq~lm~'e Warrenty Depot for BRAD REESE; 
1 ~ -  Zenith, Phillips; Ititachi, AREA MANAGER ~ABINETS 
, Sylvania e 6 9  - nTH AVENUE I I 
MeN. .  SAT. 8 a.m. • 5 p,m. ~mNCZ GEORGE, B,C. V2L, 3K5 (NORTHERN) LID. 
BUS. 564.1486 
4908Graham ~J5.4543 RES, 562-2201 FR~E; ESTIMATES 
30 Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes. 20 Ton R.T. 
BOB N I ESH. 624-6263 Prince Rupert 
TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
638-8195 
SKEENA ORANE --"°,-o,-. 
MONITORING OR SERVIOE$ LTD, ,.o,oco,...o 
SERVICES 
TERRACE 638-1555 ,,.o..~.v,~ . 
4603-D Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VOG IV5 
I 
SUZUKI .Mot.oroyoles and 
accessories in stock NOW! MR.  BUS INESSMAN!  
" ~ e  ~--~ This Space Is Resorted 
Terrace equipment Sales Ltd. ~ For Your ld, 
C)e'Wl~leLral~eol~O~:~;~ 84 SUZUKI GOES ~ DISTANCE, 
FJ~H ' "'?~ 
f~ .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
I LT i :  4434 LAKELSE AVE OONORIL. ,,,,~:.,,.c. 
GLENN CARSON 
I OUSTOll i)ORORETE PROD. 3092.WY.,6EAST. WALLY  LEFEBVRE 
li Sand, Gravel, Dra,n-- Rook ~ 6.C. PHONE (604)035-3803 
Call us at 636-6357 9 to 6 
HARDWARE STORES 
m | in q 
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